
Antique sale 809 to be held on 11th August and 12th August of 2021

INDEX AND ORDER OF SALE START LOT

11th of August
Silver, Silver Plated items, Jewellery & Objects of Virtue 1
Sale starts at 10am

11th of August
European and Oriental Ceramic and Glassware 501
Not before 1pm

11th of August
Oil Painting, Watercolours and Prints 651
Not before 1.45pm

12th of August
Metalware, Collectors Items, Ephemera, Carpets, Fabrics, Toys, Curios etc 726
Sale starts at 10am

12th of August
Clocks and Scientific Instruments 976
Not before 11.30am

12th of August
Rugs and Carpets 1001
Not before 12 noon

12th of August
Antique and Fine Quality Furniture 1041
Not before 12.30pm

PUBLIC VIEWING

Friday 6th August 9am - 5pm

Saturday 7th August 9am - 12 noon

Monday 9th August 9am - 5.30pm

Tuesday 10th August 9am - 7pm

IMPORTANT NOTICES

PHONE BIDS Limited telephone bidding is available for Antique auctions, please ensure lines are booked by
no later than 5pm Tuesday, prior to the Auction.

BIDDING Prior to bidding you will be required to register for a Paddle Number, two forms of identity with
proof of address and a home telephone number will be required.

COMMISSION Buyers Premium of 20% plus vat (24% inclusive) is payable on the hammer price of every lot.

PAYMENT Payment is welcome by debit card. Payment by cheque is not accepted.

CLEARING Clearing of items is allowed during the auction except furniture and rugs

DELIVERY For delivery of furniture we recommend Libbys Transport 01306 886755 or mobile 07831
799319
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Silver, Silver Plated items, Jewellery & Objects of Virtue

Please note all weights are approximate, watches are sold as seen and may not
be in working order

1 A 9ct yellow gold Albert with T bar and clasp 62 grams, 38cm ( photo centre pages ) £600-800

2 A 9ct yellow gold pearl ring, a ditto cluster ring sizes N and O 1/2, 6 grams £50-75

3 An 18ct yellow gold ring mount size M, 2.3 grams (no stones) £40-60

4 An 18ct yellow gold key wind pocket watch, Sheffield 1910, 50mm, the movement numbered 41094, 90 grams
gross ( photo centre pages ) £600-800

This watch has no key. When shaken the watch runs temporarily. The case has a diameter of 50mm. The case
makers initials are MK. The dial is in good condition. All cover close firmly and the hinges are good.

5 A 9ct yellow gold St Christopher and minor gold jewellery 15 grams £140-180

6 A 9ct yellow gold amethyst ring size N, a gem set ditto size O, 4.5 grams £50-75

7 A double French 20 franc gold brooch 1867 and 1878, gross 14 grams ( photo centre pages ) £450-550

8 A 14ct yellow gold paste set half eternity ring, 3 grams, size M 1/2 £40-60

9 Three 22ct yellow gold wedding bands, sizes K, P and P, 15.5 grams £300-400

10 Two 9ct yellow gold wedding bands, size L 1/2, 6 grams £50-75

11 A 9ct yellow gold gate bracelet with padlock clasp 16.5 grams ( photo centre pages ) £160-190

12 Two 18ct yellow gold rings, sizes K and M, 3 grams £50-75

13 A 14ct yellow gold mechanical pocket watch, the dial inscribed Zenith with seconds at 6 o'clock, contained in a
45mm case ( photo centre pages ) £200-250

This lot is a gentlemen's evening watch. The watch has a Zentih movement. There is a large dent to the side of
the case and the back has been forced open causing a small split and the door does not shur firmly. The watch
is otherwise in good condition and is currently in working order. The dust cover is inscribed "Grand Prix 1900".

14 A 9ct yellow gold quartz set dress ring size O, 4.6 grams £50-75

15 A lady's Art Deco 9ct yellow gold wristwatch and bracelet 7.5 grams (with springs) £70-90

This watch is not working

16 A 9ct rose gold triple link bracelet 10.7 grams £100-150

17 A 9ct yellow gold quartz set ring and 1 other sizes N and P, 5 grams £50-75

18 A Victorian style platinum diamond and sapphire cocktail ring set with an oval sapphire surrounded by
diamonds with sapphire corners, diamonds 0.28ct, sapphires 1.05 ct, 6 grams, size M 1/2 £1300-1600

19 A 9ct yellow gold amethyst ring, a gem set ditto sizes N and O, 6 grams £50-75

20 A platinum Edwardian style emerald and diamond up-finger ring, the emeralds approx. 0.78ct, diamonds 0.5ct,
5.3 grams, size L £2000-2500

21 A 9ct yellow gold dress ring size L, ditto size O, 7 grams £50-75

22 An Edwardian 15ct seed pearl open scroll bar brooch 47mm, gross weight 5.4 grams £50-75

23 Two 14ct yellow gold paste set earrings £30-40

24 A Victorian style ruby and diamond octagonal dress ring, the brilliant cut diamond surrounded by baguette
rubies and brilliant diamonds, diamonds approx. 0.56ct, rubies 1.25ct, size M, 7.1 grams £2000-2500

25 A 10ct 3 colour gold ring size N 1/2 and a pendant 6.4 grams £60-80

Images of marks on all pieces added.

26 A pair of 9ct yellow gold amethyst earrings, 2 other pairs £30-40
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27 A 1915 sovereign ( photo centre pages ) £280-320

This lot has some minor surface scratches and tarnishing but is otherwise generally in good condition.

28 An 18ct white gold pink sapphire and diamond Art Deco style bracelet, the pink sapphires approx. 10.96ct,
diamonds 2.44ct, 18cm, 20.6grams £4500-5500

29 A Spink & Son 22ct yellow gold commemorative Churchill Crown, Winston Churchill 1874-1965, no.146 of a
limited edition of 500, 58mm, 136 grams, cased ( photo centre pages ) £2800-3200

30 A 9ct yellow gold charm bracelet 22.5 grams ( photo centre pages ) £230-260

31 A platinum Edwardian style oval aquamarine and diamond cluster ring, the centre stone approx 1.7ct
surrounded by brilliant cut diamonds approx. 0.5ct, 5.1 grams, size L £750-850

The larger diamonds have a dimater of 2.5mm. The aquamarine is fairly light in colour.

32 A yellow metal paste set bar brooch containing a painted ivory miniature of a riverscape, 70mm £50-75

The pin is missing

33 An Edwardian 9ct yellow gold opal and paste tie pin, cased 2.1 grams gross £40-60

1 diamond is missing

34 A platinum 3 stone aquamarine and diamond ring, the centre stone approx. 1.8ct, the brilliant cut diamonds
approx. 0.40ct, size O, 4.7 grams £750-850

The larger diamonds have a dimater of 3.5mm. The aquamarine is fairly deep in colour.

35 An 18ct yellow gold ring mount 3.5 grams and minor gold jewellery 7 grams £100-150

36 A lady's Tissot wristwatch on a 9ct yellow gold bracelet together with a lady's octagonal 9ct yellow gold
wristwatch £60-90

The Tissot case is gold plated on a 9ct strap. Both watches have light scratches to the case and dial cover.
Both are currently in working condition.

37 An 18ct yellow gold and platinum diamond daisy ring, approx. 1.75ct, size N, 15.4 grams ( photo centre pages
) £1300-1500

The ring head has a diameter of 14mm. The ring is in good condition.

38 A lady's 9ct yellow gold Opolis wristwatch on a ditto bracelet 11.9 grams £100-150

39 A 14ct yellow gold paste set ring size N 1/2, 3 grams £50-75

40 A 14ct yellow gold paste set ring size M 3.2 grams £50-75

41 A pair of 18ct white gold diamond ear studs, approx. 1.06ct, 2.1 grams £1300-1600

42 Two gentleman's 9ct gold wristwatches 9.4 grams, a smaller 9ct wristwatch, weighable gold 9.4 grams
£100-150

43 A 9ct yellow gold flat link bracelet, 20.4 grams ( photo centre pages ) £200-250

44 A platinum Edwardian style diamond ring approx. 0.6ct, 3.3 grams, size M 1/2 £600-700

45 A pair of 18ct white gold princess cut halo diamond studs, the princess cut diamonds approx. 1.95ct, the
diamond halos 0.15ct £2800-3400

46 A pair of 14ct half hoop paste earrings together with a ditto carved mother of pearl pair of studs 4.4 grams
£40-60

47 A white metal diamond bracelet set graduated stones, 18cm, 20 grams, approx. 2.3ct ( photo centre pages )
£1200-1500

48 A 9ct yellow gold flat link necklace, 18.5 grams ( photo centre pages ) £200-300

49 A 9ct white gold pearl brooch, 4 grams 30mm £40-60

50 A pair of 18ct white gold aquamarine and diamond drop earrings, the aquamarines 4.63ct, the brilliant cut
diamonds 0.83ct, 7 grams, 32mm ( photo centre pages ) £1600-1900
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51 A 9ct cross pendant and chain, a ditto hardstone pendant 6 grams £40-60

52 A pair of 18ct white gold brilliant cut diamond ear studs, approx. 0.5ct £500-600

53 A lady's 18ct yellow gold keywind fob watch contained in a 40mm case £120-150

This watch is not working

54 An 18ct white gold single stone diamond ring, approx. 0.15ct, size Q, 4.6 grams £90-120

55 A 9ct yellow gold cross pendant and minor gold jewellery 6.5 grams £50-75

56 An 18ct white gold brilliant cut diamond line bracelet 6.12ct, 12.4grams, 19cm £4500-6500

57 A yellow metal wedding band set with a diamond and 2 sapphires, 9.2 grams, size U £100-150

58 A 9ct yellow gold cluster ring, size M, 1.6 grams £30-40

59 An 18ct white gold 5 stone diamond ring approx. 1.95ct, 3.4 grams, size N £2200-2600

60 A platinum Edwardian style heart cut ruby and diamond cluster ring, the centre stone approx. 1.05ct
surrounded by brilliant cut diamonds approx. 0.25ct, 3.4 grams, size L 1/2 £600-700

61 A yellow metal pendant and chain set with a pearl 15.5 grams £150-200

62 An 18ct white gold 16 stone diamond cross pendant and chain, chain 44cm, total diamond weight 2.23ct, the
cross is 34mm, 6.2 grams £2600-3200

63 A lady's 9ct yellow gold Winegartens wristwatch on a ditto bracelet, gross weight 11 grams £90-120

This watch is in good condition and is currently in working order.

64 A 9ct white gold paste set half eternity ring, 2.1 grams, size T £50-80

65 A Continental silver caddy spoon in the shape of a pumpkin with leaf handle, 15cm, 42 grams £50-75

66 A 925 mounted glass dish with swan body, 12cm together with 2 silver stirrer straws £40-50

67 Two Spink & Sons silver medallions Winston Churchill 1874-1965, 164 grams, cased £50-75

68 A Victorian novelty silver caddy spoon in the form of a pierrot, London 1881, 46 grams, 11cm ( photo centre
pages ) £60-80

69 An Edwardian silver caddy spoon, Sheffield 1909, ditto London 1911, 40 grams £40-60

70 A Continental silver 2 handled cup with splayed neck, 98 grams, 15cm £30-50

71 An Edwardian silver caddy spoon with shell bowl, Sheffield 1908, 16 grams £50-75

72 An Edwardian silver tazza with wavy rim, 224 grams, 14cm, Sheffield 1910 £50-75

This tazza has some minor surface scarcthes and one pin head dent to the interior of the bowl. It is otherwise
in good condition and stands true. The base is not weighted.

73 A Continental silver caddy spoon with entwined dolphin stem 24 grams £50-75

74 A silver napkin ring Birmingham 1918, 3 others, a pair of tongs, 110 grams £40-60

75 A George IV silver caddy spoon with shell handle, the bowl engraved with a dog chasing a bird, London 1824,
14 grams £50-75

76 A Continental silver guilloche enamel cigarette case with engine turned decoration 8cm x 4cm 70 grams
£50-75

There are minor scratches to the enamel

77 Two Winston Churchill commemorative crowns 1874-1965 cased 160 grams £50-75

78 Twelve silver plated lily pattern cake forks £25-35

79 A Victorian silver vesta Birmingham 1876, an Edwardian ditto Birmingham 1908 and a silver Albert, 60 grams
£40-60

80 A 19th Century French engine turned silver circular pill box with geometric decoration, 54 grams, 5cm £50-75

81 A silver pedestal mustard with mask decoration on a square base Birmingham 1913, 98 grams £30-50

This lot is in good condition though it has no glass liner. The spoon is fully hallmarked.

82 A Victorian silver purse, London 1889 and an Edwardian silver posy flask 16cm £40-60
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83 A William IV silver caddy spoon of plain form and engraved monogram, London 1833, 10 grams £40-60

84 A Victorian silver caddy spoon with shell shaped bowl London 1845, 22 grams £50-75

85 A Victorian silver stilton scoop, a butter knife and a pill box 116 grams £40-60

86 A Victorian silver travelling communion set comprising challis, paten and oil bottle, Birmingham 1894,
weighable silver 138 grams, cased £50-75

The case is heavily worn and is broken at the hinges. The contents have some minor surface scratches but are
otherwise in good condition as is the ewer, which is free from chips or cracks and the inner cork seal is still
good and tight. All items share the same makers and dates and all fit snugly in the case and are original to it.

87 A silver caddy spoon with fancy handle Birmingham 1937, a Victorian ditto (rubbed marks) 24 grams £40-60

88 A rectangular silver photograph frame Chester 1924, 18cm x 13cm £30-50

This frame has some very minor dents but is otherwise in good condition.

89 Seven Victorian silver dessert forks, London 1842, 1860 and 1861, 364 grams £120-160

90 10 Victorian silver dessert spoons, mixed dates and makers, London 1827, 1828, 1858, 434 grams £150-200

91 Six Victorian and later silver table forks, London 1919, 1832, 436 grams £150-200

92 A pair of George III silver table spoons London 1813, 2 others, 274 grams £80-120

93 A Victorian silver ladle, London 1861 and minor spoons, 182 grams £50-75

94 A pair of Edwardian silver hammer pattern glove stretchers London 1905, 23cm, gross weight 88 grams
£30-40

95 A silver and enamelled trinket box, minor silver ware including a jar lid, 2 table salts etc, weighable silver 166
grams £50-75

96 A George III silver table spoon, 1 other and minor spoons, 210 grams £70-90

97 A silver mustard Birmingham 1927, minor condiments etc, weighable silver 138 grams £40-60

98 Three silver jar lids 52 grams £25-35

99 A silver handbag mirror Birmingham 1917, 3 silver backed brushes £30-50

100 A silver salver with egg and dart rim Birmingham 1933, 26cm, 486 grams ( photo centre pages ) £200-250

This salver has some minor surface scarcthes and one minor pin head dent. It is otherwise in good condition
and has good clear hallmarks.

101 An Art Deco silver blue guilloche enamelled dressing table set comprising hand mirror, 2 hair brushes and 2
clothes brushes Birmingham 1932 together with a silver backed hair brush London 1943 £80-120

All of the brushes have small bruises to the enamel and all enamelled items have some scracthes. The mirror
panel has some small scratches but is ohterwise in good condition.

102 A Victorian lily pattern silver basting spoon with divider Sheffield 1898, 278 grams £100-150

103 A Victorian silver lily pattern table fork London 1856, 2 other forks and 2 dessert spoons 364 grams £100-150

104 A pair of Victorian silver fish servers with lily pattern handles London 1870 £50-75

105 A Victorian silver lily pattern teaspoon, 3 others, 2 coffee spoons and 2 mustard spoons, 192 grams £50-75

106 A Victorian silver lily pattern ladle London 1900, 284 grams £120-150

107 A set of 6 Victorian silver fish knives engraved with dolphins and fish, London 1860 together with 2 Victorian
silver fish knives London 1853 £100-150

108 A Victorian silver knife and fork with lily pattern and mother of pearl handles, 3 other knives and mounted
cutlery £30-40

109 A set of 6 Victorian silver lily pattern table spoons London 1845 and a similar pair London 1856, 710 grams
£300-400

110 Four silver identity bracelets, 94 grams £30-40
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111 A matched set of Victorian silver and ivory lily pattern fish knives and forks decorated with sailing boats and
fish, London 1857, 1863 and 1869 £280-220

Two knives and one fork have cracks to the ivory handles. All have wear to the monograms on the handles.
The blades and tines are in good condition.

112 A Victorian silver mounted brush and 2 ditto tea strainers, weighable silver 134 grams £40-60

113 A pair of ribbon and bow pattern ladles, 1 other and a basting spoon £50-75

All item in this lot are silver plated.

114 A cased set of 6 carved ivory lily pattern butter knives, another cased set £30-40

115 Three pairs of silver plated lily pattern grape scissors, 3 ditto ladles and minor plated wares £50-75

116 A set of 6 silver handled ribbon and bow butter knives £30-40

117 A pair of silver plated lily pattern fish servers, 3 crumb scoops, a quantity of meat skewers and flatware £40-60

118 Ten silver and enamel The Queen's Beast spoons, cased, Birmingham 1977, 484 grams £150-200

All spoons are in good condition having no chips or damage to the enamel. The case has some minor
scratches but is otherwise in good condition.

119 A 7 piece engine turned silver manicure set cased, Birmingham 1925 £30-40

1 implement has a loose handle, the jars are dented

120 A mahogany 2 door canteen containing a set of silver handled lily pattern cutlery comprising 18 dessert knives,
18 dessert forks, 18 steak knives, a bread knife together with a sifter spoon ( photo centre pages ) £1250-1550

The maker's initials are BD and the year of manufacture is from 1990 onwards. The lock is working though the
escutcheon is missing. The beeding on the door is loose. The dessert knives have stainless steel blades. The
outer cases of all handles are silver.

121 A cased set of 12 Edwardian silver plated lily pattern dessert eaters contained in  a mahogany canteen £40-60

122 A mahogany canteen containing a set of 12 silver plated fish eaters with lily pattern handles £40-60

123 A mahogany canteen containing a set of 12 silver plated fish eaters with lily pattern handles £60-80

124 A mahogany canteen containing a set of 6 pairs of silver plated dessert eaters with carved lily pattern mother
of pearl handles £60-80

4 forks and 1 knife have tiny chips to the buttons on the end of the handles. The canteen is otherwise in good
condition.

125 A silver plated entree and minor plated wares £20-30

126 Ten dinner forks and minor plated cutlery £20-30

127 A pair of silver plated entree dishes and covers and minor plated wares £40-60

128 A mahogany canteen containing a set of 6 silver plated lily pattern dessert eaters, a similar set of 6 £40-60

129 A Georgian style silver plated baluster jug and minor plated wares £30-50

130 A mahogany canteen containing a set of 6 pairs of silver plated fish eaters with engraved decoration £40-60

131 A Ralph Lauren silver plated octagonal cake stand, 2 bowls and a bell snuffer £40-50

132 An Edwardian silver plated service of 6 pairs of fish eaters and servers with lily handles, contained in an oak
canteen £60-80

133 A quantity of ribbon and bow pattern silver plated cutlery including tea spoons, servers etc £30-50

134 Six pairs of silver plated dessert eaters with carved lily pattern handles, a set of 6 plated dessert eaters £40-60

135 A pair of Louise Bradley silver plated mounted horn cups together with glass handled eaters £30-50

136 A quantity of silver plated cutlery including a carving set £30-50

137 A silver plated entree dish, swing handled basket and minor plated wares £40-60

138 A cased set and other minor plated wares £20-30

139 A silver charm bracelet, a plated sovereign case and minor jewellery, weighable silver 41 grams £40-60
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140 A 19th Century Dutch silver tortoiseshell trinket box 13cm x 8cm, 180 grams £280-320

141 A set of 4 George III silver boat shaped table salts with gilt interiors London 1819, 282 grams £550-650

These salts have some very minor dents to the rims of the bowls but are otherwise all in good condition.

142 A silver paste pendant in the shape of a swan, a heart and a star ditto on silver chains £40-50

143 A silver mounted butterfly pendant and a ditto brooch £30-40

144 A silver flat link bracelet and 3 others, 114 grams £40-50

145 A Victorian silver fork with ivory handle Sheffield 1898 and 2 others £20-30

146 A silver dress ring size M and 3 others, 19 grams £40-50

147 A gentleman's gold plated mechanical half hunter pocket watch with seconds at 6 o'clock, a ditto pocket watch
£30-50

The 1st watch is working

148 A 19th Century gilt hardstone seal and 5 pocket watch keys £50-75

149 A pair of George III silver basting spoons with beaded decoration and armorials London 1811, 246 grams
£380-440

150 A lady's silver keywind fob watch, a gold plated ditto and chain and a 9ct yellow gold T bar 2.3 grams £30-50

151 A silver hard stone dress ring size M, 4 others, 51 grams £50-75

152 A silver key wind pocket watch (a/f), a ditto hunter watch, 3 ladies silver fob watches £40-60

None of these watches are working

153 Two Continental silver teaspoons with fancy handles and a fork 68 grams £30-50

154 A silver bracelet 11 grams and minor costume jewellery £30-50

155 A silver dress ring size M, 3 others 27 grams £40-50

156 A gentleman's gilt cased Rotary calendar wristwatch, a lady's Sekonda ditto and a lady's Rotary calendar
wristwatch with mother of pearl dial and original box £20-30

157 A silver and hardstone floral pendant, ring and earrings together with a hardstone ditto £30-40

158 A Continental silver mother of pearl and enamelled oval snuff box decorated with a figure, dog and deer 9cm x
6cm, 172 grams £750-850

There is some bruising to the enamel

159 A silver paste set ring size M, 5 others 25 grams £50-70

160 A hardstone bead necklace and minor vintage jewellery £40-60

161 A gilt bracelet and minor costume jewellery £30-40

162 Six pairs of silver paste set earrings, 16 grams £40-50

163 A set of 6 George IV silver fiddle pattern dessert spoons London 1831, 228 grams £160-190

164 Three silver bracelets 50 grams £40-60

165 A silver bedroom timepiece Sheffield 1996 and a ditto case lacking movement 9cm £30-40

166 An 18ct white gold brilliant and baguette cut diamond necklace, approx. 9.07ct, 25.7 grams, 44cm ( photo
centre pages ) £4200-4800

167 Five pairs of silver earrings 18 grams and a pair of tigers eye silver earrings £50-75

168 A silver Scottish hardstone brooch and minor silver jewellery £40-60

169 An Art Deco style platinum emerald and diamond circular cocktail ring 9.1 grams, size O 1/2 £2000-2500

170 Six pairs of silver earrings, 5 grams £25-35

171 A quantity of vintage wristwatches £30-40

172 A silver hardstone and glass inlaid cat keyring 3.5cm £40-50

173 A Victorian style silver repousse photograph frame decorated with cherubs London 1984, 18cm and 2 others
£40-60
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174 A quantity of gilt and other vintage jewellery including earrings etc £20-30

175 A silver Albert and minor silver jewellery 160 grams £40-60

176 A quantity of vintage and other costume jewellery and curios £30-40

177 A quantity of silver jewellery £25-35

178 An Edwardian silver mounted scent (rubbed marks), 5 button hooks £20-30

179 A gentleman's 9ct yellow gold wristwatch, the dial inscribed Timor with seconds at  6 o'clock, contained in a
30mm case £50-75

This watch is in working order

180 A silver mounted ebonised walking cane, London 1924 £25-35

181 A silver plated Chippendale style salver 30cm and minor plated wares £30-40

182 A 9ct yellow gold necklace with magnetic ball clasp, 8.3 grams gross, 43cm £40-60

This necklace is in good condition. It is strong enough to hold a small pendant.

183 A 9ct yellow gold flat link necklace, 7.4 grams, 42cm £80-120

184 An 18ct yellow gold oval ruby and diamond cluster ring, the centre stone approx. 2.25ct, surrounded by brilliant
cut diamonds approx. 1.5ct, 5.9 grams, size M £2600-3200

185 Four 9ct yellow gold gem set pendants, gross weight 8 grams £60-80

186 Four 9ct yellow gold gem set pendants, gross weight 18.7 grams £60-80

187 An 18ct yellow gold 3 stone diamond ring, approx. 3.4ct, 4.8 grams, size N, with WGI certificate £5500-7500

This lot is modern and as such is in good condition.

188 A 14ct yellow gold egg shaped pendant and chain, 3.8 grams £50-75

189 An 18ct yellow gold pendant 1 gram and 2 9ct yellow gold pendants 6.3 grams £70-90

190 An 18ct white gold emerald and diamond ring the baguette cut emerald approx. 1.92ct, the 2 brilliant cut
diamonds 0.81ct, 4.2 grams, size M 1/2, with WGI certificate £1900-2200

191 A lady's 9ct yellow gold quartz wristwatch on a ditto bracelet, bracelet including glass 23.3 grams gross ( photo
centre pages ) £180-220

192 A lady's Edwardian 14ct yellow gold fob watch with engraved champagne dial, 30mm £40-60

This watch is not working

193 A 9ct yellow gold brilliant cut ruby and diamond ring, the 3 rubies approx. 1.66ct, the illusion set 8 diamonds
0.05ct, 2.6 grams, size P 1/2 £400-500

194 A 9ct yellow gold necklace, 14 grams £140-180

195 A 9ct yellow gold paste set bracelet, a gem set ring and a pair of shell ear studs £50-75

196 A 9ct yellow gold oval emerald and diamond cluster ring, the centre stone 1.05ct, the brilliant cut diamonds
0.06ct, 3.6 grams, size P 1/2 £400-500

197 Two 14ct yellow gold paste set pendants £25-35

198 A silver chased bangle, 3 others, gross weight 110 grams £50-75

199 A platinum single stone diamond ring, approx 1.24ct with diamond shoulders 0.15ct, 4 grams, size N 1/2, with
WGI certificate £2600-3000

The diamond has a colour of G and a clarity of i1. Th ring is in good condition.

200 Two silver bangles together with a silver buckle, 68 grams £35-45

201 A silver bracelet, a silver gilt ditto and 2 others £50-75

202 A pair of 18ct white gold pear shaped sapphire and diamond drop earrings, the sapphires 3.84ct, the brilliant
cut diamonds 1.06ct, 5.8 grams, 29mm £2600-3000

203 A long silver necklace and 2 others, 100 grams £40-60

204 Two gilt lognettes and 2 ditto chains £40-60
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205 Two pairs of silver hardstone earrings £30-50

206 An 18ct white gold Art Deco style aquamarine ring with centre square stone 7.06ct flanked by 14 brilliant cut
diamonds 0.32ct, 6.8 grams, size N £1800-2200

There are some minor chips and surface scarcthes to the edges of the aquamarine. The ring is ohterwise
generally in good condition. In our opinion the ring could be re-sized.

207 A vintage Hattie Carnegie Hall gilt paste necklace and ear clips £50-75

208 Two 9ct yellow gold necklaces 12 grams, a silver ditto 22 grams and a hardstone necklace £120-150

209 Three modern silver necklaces 56 grams £40-60

210 Two silver hardstone mounted bracelets 55 grams £50-75

211 A contemporary silver scroll bangle, 4 other bangles, 70 grams £40-60

212 A silver Albert and a gilt silver necklace, 53 grams £30-40

213 Four silver necklaces with hardstone mounts £50-75

214 A silver whistle, ingot charm, bracelet and mounted pendant £30-50

215 Two Victorian gilt metal mounted coral studs contained in a fitted box £20-30

216 A quantity of silver jewellery, 180 grams £40-60

217 Twelve silver plated lily pattern dinner forks, 12 dessert forks and 12 dessert spoons £100-140

218 Twelve silver plated lily pattern dinner forks, 12 dessert forks, 11 dessert spoons and 12 teaspoons together
with 12 Edwardian lily pattern ivory handled dinner knives £150-200

219 Twelve silver plated lily pattern dessert spoons and 12 dessert forks £50-75

220 A pair of Georgian silver bright cut tongs 146 grams £350-400

221 Four silver plated lily pattern tablespoons, five dinner forks and six dessert spoons £40-60

222 Twelve silver plated lily pattern dinner forks £50-75

223 Fourteen silver plated lily pattern dessert forks £50-75

224 Seventeen silver plated lily pattern dinner forks £50-75

225 A silver handled bamboo pattern knife, fork and spoon, Sheffield 1903 £120-150

226 A set of six silver plated lily pattern dessert eaters £30-50

227 Ten pairs of silver plated lily pattern sugar tongs £40-60

228 Twelve silver plated lily pattern sundae spoons £40-50

229 Six silver plated lily pattern sifter spoons £40-60

230 Twelve silver plated lily pattern jam spoons £40-60

231 Twelve silver plated lily pattern teaspoons £30-50

232 Twelve silver plated lily pattern cake knives £30-50

233 Twelve silver plated lily pattern grapefruit spoons £30-40

234 Eleven silver plated lily pattern mustard and salt spoons £30-40

235 Twelve silver plated lily pattern 3 prong forks £30-40

236 Twelve silver plated lily pattern coffee spoons £30-40

237 Twelve silver plated lily pattern sardine forks and scoops £30-40

238 Three pairs of silver gilt earrings, 14 grams £30-40

239 Twelve silver plate lily pattern teaspoons £30-50

240 Twelve silver plated lily pattern ice cream spoons £30-40

241 Twelve silver plated lily pattern cake forks £30-50

242 Five pairs of silver plated lily pattern sardine tongs £30-40

243 Five silver plated lily pattern dessert forks, ladle and coffee spoons £30-40

244 A 9ct yellow gold hollow bangle 9.9 grams £100-140
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245 Three 9ct yellow gold gem set scroll brooches, 6.4 grams gross £50-75

246 An Edwardian 9ct yellow gold bracelet with chased decoration 10 grams ( photo centre pages ) £100-140

This bracelet has one (poorly matched) replacement link. It is otherwise in good condition.

247 A 9ct yellow gold St Christopher pendant, a ditto tie pin and 11 various gold chains and 1 other chain, gross
weight 34 grams £300-400

248 A 9ct yellow gold cross pendant and 3 other pendants, 7 grams £60-90

249 A gentleman's 18ct yellow gold signet ring 1.9 grams size N, 2 9ct rings size H 2.9 grams £60-80

250 A 9ct yellow gold bar brooch, a tie pin and 4 pendants, gross weight 6.3 grams £30-40

251 A lady's 18ct yellow gold wristwatch with red 12 on a leather strap 30mm £50-75

This watch works intermittently

252 An Art Deco chromium plated and enamelled dressing table set comprising hand mirror and 2 clothes brushes
decorated with flowers £20-30

The hand mirror is cracked and chipped

253 Two Victorian crowns 1887 and other minor commemorative crowns £30-40

254 Minor Victorian and later coinage £20-30

255 A small quantity of pre 1947 coinage, 200 grams £30-50

256 A silver plated 3 piece demi-fluted tea set £30-50

257 A 9ct yellow gold wedding band 5.8 grams, size R 1/2 £50-75

258 A 9ct yellow gold quartz dress ring, gross 7.1 grams, size P £50-75

259 An 18ct yellow gold Greek key pattern ring 3.1 grams, size P £50-75

260 A quantity of pre-1947 coinage, 232 grams £30-50

261 A small album of UK coinage £20-30

262 A quantity of pre-1947 coinage 86 grams £20-30

263 A quantity of UK bronze and other coinage £20-30

264 Five early English hammered coins £30-40

265 A George III sixpence and a George III shilling £30-40

266 A cased Art Deco plastic desk set comprising seal, paper knife, pen and pen knife £20-30

267 Concorde, two commemorative medallions for Air France Concorde flight to New York and Paris, 2 cigarette
lighters, paperweight, knife, fork and 2 spoons £30-50

268 An enamelled trinket box 5cm and other trinket boxes £120-150

269 A Japanese ivory Meiji period Okimono depicting a street seller with children, monkey and birds, raised on a
carved wooden base 19cm £50-75

1 bird is missing its head

270 Two Edwardian Scott's of London fans painted with dogs sitting on cushions, a pair of German carved wood
glove stretchers with dog terminals and minor curios £40-60

There is some discolouration to the reverse of the fans

271 A Must De Cartier gold plated propelling pencil no.109934, cased and with original guarantee and booklet
£40-60

272 A Must De Cartier gold plated ballpoint pen with original guarantee and booklet, boxed £40-60

This lot has some minor surface scratches but is otherwise in good condition as is the case.

273 A Tiffany & Co polished steel and brass ballpoint pen with pouch and box £40-60

274 Two gold plated Albert chains, minor loose watches, pocket watches and costume jewellery £40-60

275 A silver paste necklace, 47cm £50-75

276 Four silver paste set bracelets, 92 grams £40-50
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277 Four silver paste set bracelets, 98 grams £40-50

278 Four pairs of silver paste earrings, 43 grams £40-50

279 A Royal Air Force Form 414 Pilots Flying Log Book to Wing Commander L W Goodman DFC TD with entries
from 1941 to 1945 ( photo centre pages ) £1000-1500

Additional images added.

280 A Distinguished Flying Cross group of 6 medals, representing the achievements of Wing Commander L W
Goodman, comprising George VI issue Distinguished Flying Cross decorated 1942, 1939-45 Star, Air Crew
Europe Star, Defence medal, British War medal with mention in dispatch, George VI Territorial Decoration
dated 1950 with 2 bars together with a letter of provenance from Princess Marine House Worthing. Goodman's
original group (with the territorial efficiency medal) sold at Christie in May 2001 ( photo centre pages )
£1200-1500

Additional images added.

281 An embossed silver cream jug, marks rubbed, 154 grams £50-75

282 A Leicestershire Regt. swagger stick, leather covered with silver terminal by Swaines London 1914, marked H
Sargeant Leicestershire Regt. together with a brass Trench Art ashtray formed from a shell case dated 1956
£30-50

Some marks to the leather

283 Six pierced 800 standard teaspoons decorated roses marked Antiko 800 together with 6 ditto coffee spoons
138 grams £40-60

284 Two German 1935 five mark coins together with a ditto 1937 £30-40

285 A silver bracelet together with a silver curb link bracelet, a silver enamelled heart shaped pendant hung on a
fine silver cord, 30 grams gross £30-50

286 A 9ct yellow gold belcher link bracelet and 1 other 4.9 grams £50-75

287 Seven various silver and gem set pendants, 8.5 grams gross £30-50

288 Two pairs of 9ct yellow gold and amethyst earrings together with 1 other pair, 2.7 grams gross, together with a
pair of silver gilt ear clips 6.9 grams £30-50

289 A fine 18ct yellow gold bracelet, 3 grams £50-75

290 A fine 18ct white gold chain hung a pendant in the form of 2 entwined hearts, set diamonds, 7.5 grams
£120-150

291 A William IV silver Vintners Company badge together with a silver curb link watch chain, 62 grams £40-60

292 A carved green hardstone pendant with gilt metal mounts, a silver heart shaped pendant hung on a silk rope, a
blue cabochon cut stone mounted in a 925 pendant on a silver chain  and a silver chain £40-60

293 Two silver gem set rings, sizes O & P, together with a limited edition K.G.A. Nightingale watch cased £60-80

294 Two pairs of hollow 18ct yellow gold hoop earrings, 10.7 grams £150-180

295 Three pairs of hollow 9ct yellow gold earrings, 8.9 grams £80-100

296 Three pairs of hollow 18ct yellow gold hoop earrings, 9.4 grams £150-180

297 A pair of hollow 9ct yellow gold earrings, 4 grams and a pair of 14ct yellow gold earrings 1.9 grams £60-80

298 A 925 standard key fob together with a miniature pierced silver spoon decorated a Celtic knot 32.7 grams
£30-40

299 A Welsh 9ct 2 colour gold wedding band decorated a Celtic knot and with inscription Cariad to the inside, size
O, together with 1 other size O, 9 grams £90-120

300 A 925 standard Italian silver pendant in the form of a rose, ditto ring and pair of earrings, 2.58 grams together
with a similar 925 pendant with cut black glass rose, ring and earrings £40-60
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302 A 14ct yellow gold bracelet, 4.7 g gross,  a seed pearl bracelet and a pair of 925 silver earrings £40-60

303 Two silver gilt necklaces together with 3 silver necklaces, 13 grams £30-50

304 A 14ct gold cross pendant 1.4 grams hung on a fine gold chain 0.9, together with 4 various silver chains 34
grams £40-60

305 Six coloured cultured pearl necklaces together with 7 ditto bracelets £40-60

306 A Thune-Norway Sterling silver and enamelled leaf shaped brooch, a marcasite brooch, a marcasite bracelet
and a small collection of costume jewellery £30-40

307 An 18ct yellow gold marquise diamond ring size K 1/2, 4.4 grams £550-650

308 A pair of paste set earrings £30-40

309 A 9ct white gold diamond cocktail ring 5.8 grams, size S £440-480

310 A pair of 18ct yellow gold oval emerald and diamond cluster earrings 18mm x 7mm, 3 grams £140-160

311 A 9ct yellow gold oval cut amethyst pendant 22mm, 4.4 grams £80-120

312 A 9ct yellow gold quartz dress ring size P, 5.3 grams £120-150

313 A 9ct yellow gold paste set crossover ring 2 grams, size O £40-60

314 A 9ct yellow gold 3 stone paste ring, 1 gram, size L £30-50

315 A 9ct yellow gold 5 stone garnet ring, size J 1/2, 2.6 grams £55-75

316 A 9ct yellow gold cameo ring, size T 1/2, ditto pendant 25mm and a pair of earrings 12mm together with a
chain, gross weight 10.4 grams £180-220

317 A 9ct yellow gold octagonal paste set ring 1.7 grams, size O £40-60

318 A 9ct yellow gold paste set daisy ring, size I 1/2, 3.4 grams £65-85

319 An 18ct yellow gold diamond crossover ring size P, 5.6 grams £220-250

320 A 9ct yellow gold paste set 3 stone ring size M 1/2, 2.3 grams £50-80

321 A 9ct yellow gold garnet ring size S, 1.5 grams £35-45

322 A gentleman's 9ct yellow gold Rotary calendar wristwatch with a 30mm case £100-120

This watch is in working condition, the dial is faded, the glass scratched
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European and Oriental Ceramic and Glassware

IMPORTANT - All lots are sold as seen. If the Cataloguer sees obvious faults
they will be marked (f), or restoration marked (r) they may be indicated in the
catalogue, HOWEVER, it is the buyers responsibility to personally inspect every
item and to satisfy themselves as to quality, condition and description.

501 A modern Lalique Two Fleurs glass scent bottle and stopper 9cm £50-75

This lot is in good condition.

502 A Beswick figure of a leopard 1082, golden brown gloss, modelled by Arthur Greddington, 11.2cm £40-60

503 A Galle style overlay oviform vase decorated with flowers, bearing signature 34cm £80-120

504 A 19th Century Continental green glass oil lamp with baluster base and flared neck shade 35cm £40-60

The reservoir has either a crack to the base of the interior which does not travel all the way through to the
exterior or a flaw in the glass. It is otherwise in good condition having no other damage.

505 An Art Deco peach glass 3 tier bulbous table lamp with a gilt metal base 27cm £30-50

There is a chip to the bottom sphere

506 A pair of 19th Century German table salts in the form of a gentleman wearing a satchel raised on a rococo
base 22cm and a female fruit seller 23cm £40-60

The first item has a damaged hand and is chipped, the 2nd item is chipped

507 A Doulton Burslem Corolian Ware oviform vase decorated with flowers 37cm together with a Royal Doulton
Series Ware mug D4719 14cm £40-60

508 An Isnic style oviform vase with flared neck decorated with formal flowers 32cm £30-40

There is fritting to the lip

509 A Crown Staffordshire group of birds with gilt decoration, modelled by J T Jones 16cm £30-40

There are some very minor chips to some petals

510 A Doulton moon vase decorated with flowers and gilt decoration 30cm ( photo centre pages ) £60-80

This vase has had restoration to 2 of the feet. There is some light wear to the gilding.

511 A Bretby green glazed twin handled vase with flared base no.1622 30cm £40-60

There is minor chipping to the base

512 A Studio Glass freeform dish 30cm, ditto vases 18cm, 13cm and 7cm £40-60

513 A Royal Doulton figure - The Bride HN1600 22cm £40-60

The head has been professionally restored. There are several fine lines of crazing to her gown and some very
minor chips to the petals

514 A Wedgwood and Bentley style Portland vase 23cm £50-75

1 handle is stuck in 3 places, the lip is chipped and stuck with missing pieces

515 A 19th Century English Majolica tazza decorated with leaves, the base with 3 dolphins on a triform platform
20cm £40-60

There is a chip to the rim

516 A Minton style Victorian jardiniere, the blue ground decorated with panels of birds and flowers, raised on rustic
feet 25cm £30-50

This jardiniere is cracked

517 A Tarnowiec Studio Glass baluster vase 19cm, a ditto 16cm and 1 other 14cm £40-60

518 A Tarnowiec Studio Glass shallow dish 42cm £30-40

This lot has a minor chip to the underside of the stand but is otherwise in good condition.
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519 A contemporary Studio Glass 2 colour glass sculpture in the form of an entwined scroll 27cm, a ditto 38cm
£30-50

The 2nd item has chips to the base

520 A Royal Lancastrian baluster vase impressed marks ETR 11cm £30-50

This vase has some crazing all over and some light staining to one side. It is otherwise in good condition.

521 An amber coloured Studio Glass vase of bulbous form 25cm, a ditto 17cm and 1 other 15cm £30-50

522 A Troika square shallow dish by Anne Lewis 12cm £30-50

523 A Beswick group of a lion facing left no.2089, golden brown gloss 14cm, lioness facing right 2097, golden
brown gloss 14.6cm and lion cub facing left, golden brown gloss 10cm, all by Graham Tonge £50-75

The lioness has a hairline crack to her tail, the cub has a chip to his back right foot. Both have some minor
crazing. The lion is in good condition.

524 A Beswick Ware Beatrix Potter limited edition figure - Tabitha Twitchett and Moppett no.754 of 2500, 14cm,
boxed £40-50

525 A Beswick Ware Beatrix Potter limited edition figure - Tom Kitten no.556 of 1947, 14cm, boxed £40-50

526 A Beswick Ware Beatrix Potter limited edition figure - Mrs Rabbit and Peter no.972 of 2500, 14cm, boxed
£40-50

527 A Beswick Ware Beatrix Potter limited edition figure - Squirrel Nutkin no.1263 of 1947, 14cm, boxed £40-50

528 A Beswick Ware Beatrix Potter limited edition figure - Jeremy Fisher no.556 of 1947, 12cm, boxed £40-50

529 A Beswick Ware Beatrix Potter limited edition figure - Hunca Munca Sweeping no.1263 of 1947, 13cm, boxed
£40-50

530 A Beswick figure of an elephant, trunk stretching, small 974 by Arthur Greddington, grey gloss 12.1cm and
panda cub 1815 by Albert Hallam, gloss, 5.7cm £30-40

531 A Beswick figure of a tigress facing left, 1486 by Colin Melbourne, tan gloss 10.8cm £20-30

This lot has some minor crazing but is otherwise in good condition.

532 A Beswick figure of a giraffe, small 853, modelled Arthur Greddington, natural gloss 18.4cm £25-35

This lot is in good condition.

533 A Beswick figure of a camel, head facing right, 1044, modelled by Arthur Greddington, light and dark brown
gloss, 17.8cm £25-35

This lot has a tiny nibble to his left ear an some minor crazing. It is otherwise in good condition.

534 A Russian china figure of a tiger cub 12cm, a ditto leopard cub 10cm, reclining tiger cub 7cm and a similar
figure of a bear 7cm £30-40

535 Karl Ens, a German figure group of 4 birds on a branch and ditto budgerigar on a stump 13cm £80-100

536 An English Majolica table centrepiece decorated with panels of flowers 40cm, ditto leaf decorated tazza 22cm
and a strawberry plate 25cm £40-60

The 1st item is missing its feet and is cracked

537 An Edwardian teapot decorated with birds 13cm, a silver rimmed teapot and 4 other small teapots £30-40

The Edwardian teapot is cracked, the silver rimmed teapot the spout is a/f

538 Karl Ens, a German figure of a bird standing on a trunk 17cm together with a pair of exotic birds sitting on a
branch 26cm £80-100

The bird on trunk has some damage to the floral sprig in his beak and the left bird in the exotic bird group has
a chip to the top of his head plumage. Both are otherwise in good condition.
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539 A pair of Edwardian circular tapered purple ground vases decorated with flowers raised on ball feet 16cm
£30-40

One vase has a crack running down from the rim and the other has a replacement foot and a restored chip to
the rim. Both vases are crazed, have wear to the gilded rims and have scratches to the purple ground.

540 An Art Deco Shelley teapot decorated with poppies and fruit trees 14cm (cracked) and 7 other small teapots
£30-40

541 A Border Fine Arts group of cow, milkman and kittens in a barn by Ayres 19cm, on a wooden base £30-50

This lot is in good condition, having no damage.

542 A ceramic advertising rolling pin 34cm £30-40

543 An Edwardian turquoise and gilt teapot 9cm and 9 other teapots £30-40

544 A Shelley white glazed jelly mould 11cm, 3 others and 3 glass ditto £30-40

545 A near pair of massive mid 20th Century oviform famille rose vases with twin lion handles, decorated with
panels of figures on pavilion terraces on a ground of flowers, fruits and insects 146cm h and 139cm h ( photo
centre pages ) £300-500

546 An Antique style Chinese baluster vase decorated with an extensive landscape scene with lid 48cm £30-50

547 A 1960's turquoise glazed jug with 6 tumblers £30-50

548 A Chinese turquoise ground ginger jar decorated with lions, clouds and waves, with impressed mark to the
base 19cm £30-50

This lot is in good condition having no chips or cracks.

549 A pair of Antique style peach ground baluster vases decorated with fruits, 6 character mark to the base 40cm h
( photo centre pages ) £60-80

550 A Chinese Republic bottle vase decorated with seated figures and signature 21cm £30-40

There is a crack to the body

551 A Japanese slip glazed vase with incised decoration 12cm, an Imari bowl (worn) and a Saki pot £25-35

552 A Chinese turquoise glazed ginger jar and cover decorated with birds amongst flowers 14cm, a blue and white
vase decorated flowers 12cm (no cover) and a Cantonese teapot decorated with insects 13cm (chipped spout)
£80-100

The teapot has a chip to the spout. All items are otherwise in good condition.

553 A modern carved hardstone figure of a standing elephant with mice on his back, 22cm ( photo centre pages )
£80-100

This carving is chipped

554 An 18th Century style Chinese yellow ground shallow dish decorated with dragons, having a 6 character mark
to the base 15cm £30-40

There are numerous cracks to this dish and it has some fritting to the rim and foot. The lot has been entered by
a private vendor.

555 A pair of modern Satsuma hexagonal jars and covers decorated with panels of figures and flowers 21cm
£30-40

556 A 20th Century Chinese famille rose lotus leaf libation cup with inscription to the stem 17.5cm ( photo centre
pages ) £80-100

This lot has some minor flaws in the glaze at the tip of the leaf but is otherwise in good condition.

557 A Japanese oviform bottle vase the incised decoration with birds amongst flowers 30cm £30-40
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558 An 18th Century style cylindrical bottle vase decorated with a dragon chasing the sacred pearl above waves,
bearing a 6 character mark 9cm, a ditto decorated with flowers and with 6 character mark 9cm £150-180

Both vases are in good condition having no chips, cracks or crazing. They have been entered by a private
vendor.

559 A pair of Republic style oviform vases with flared necks, decorated with lions, script and lion ring handles 22cm
£30-50

Both are rubbed and 1 has a chipped lip

560 A Chinese shallow dish, the ochre decoration with bats amongst fruits with a 6 character mark on the reverse
13.5cm together with a shallow bowl decorated with a bird signed 12cm £80-120

The dish deocrated bats has some minor chips to the foot. Both items are otherwise in good condition.

561 An early 20th Century Japanese Satsuma teacup and saucer decorated with figures in landscapes together
with an octagonal Kutani ditto (cracked and chipped) £25-35

562 A Chinese Celadon 18th Century style 3 legged censer 10cm £80-120

This lot has some lines of crazing to one of the legs which travels up one side of the body slightly. It is
otherwise in good condition.

563 A Chinese square deep bowl decorated with insects amongst flowers with a seal mark to the base 7cm £30-40

564 A pair of early 20th Century Japanese oviform vases with waisted necks decorated with figures in a garden
landscape, 6 character mark to the base 15cm £50-75

1 has a chipped and cracked lip

565 A 19th Century Isnic baluster vase decorated with stylised flower heads 43cm, converted to a table lamp
£40-60

There is a significant crack to the body

566 A 20th Century German centrepiece, the pierced and floral applied bowls supported by 3 cherubs 23cm h
£40-60

It is extensively restored and several petals are chipped

567 A 20th Century German porcelain Rococo style wall mirror with bevelled plate, surmounted by an angel and
applied flowers 45cm £40-60

Several petals are chipped

568 A Lladro group of 3 geese 13cm £30-40

569 Four Lladro geese 7cm, 7cm, 10cm and 11cm £30-40

570 A Lladro figure of a girl feeding a goose 22cm £30-40

571 A Lladro figure of a young lady standing beside a pail with a goose 22cm £30-40

572 Three Lladro models of standing geese 12cm, 12cm and 7cm £30-40

573 An Edwardian blue and white 15 piece Ridgways childs tea set comprising teapot, cream jug, sugar bowl, 4 tea
plates, 4 cups and saucers £30-50

574 A Victorian Worcester blue and white twin handled Willow pattern tureen, the base with green Worcester mark
13cm h x 34cm w x 17cm d (chips to the base) together with a Continental scalloped shaped dish with floral
decoration 25cm £50-75

575 A London & Central Purifying Company Ltd. FH Danchells patent water softener 27cm h x 26cm £40-60

576 A Staffordshire Toby jug in the form of a town crier 24cm x 11cm £30-40

Crack to the base

577 A rare 1930's Bunnykins jug in the form of a seated rabbit, 7cm x 5cm x 4cm ( photo centre pages ) £300-500

This jug has some crazing throughout but is otherwise in good condition.
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Oil Painting, Watercolours and Prints

Where a picture is preceded by the full name, including forenames of the artist,
the work is in our opinion by that artist. Where the surname and initials only
appear, the work is so signed or attributed to, or in the manner of that artist.
Where a lot is preceded by a double asterisk ** it may be subject to Artist
Resale Rights.

651 T MacGregor Wilson (1856-1928), watercolour, seascape with yachts, dated to the bottom left hand corner
25cm x 38cm, the reverse with Gallery label £50-75

Some foxing

652 **Arthur Hayward (1889-1971), impressionist oil on board, 'The Sloop Inn, St Ives" signed, 24cm x 33cm
PLEASE NOTE - Works by this artist may be subject to Artist's Resale Rights ( photo centre pages )
£800-1200

There is some minor wear to the paintwork on the chimneys of the central house and to the edges of the
painting. There is some loss to the frame but the lot is otherwise generally in good condition.

653 Indian watercolour, study of a street scene with figures, Jaipur? 21cm x 32cm, indistinctly signed to the bottom
left hand corner £50-75

This watercolour is in good condition. There are no labels or notations to the verso.

654 H Reillycott?, watercolour, Rouen street scene, signed and dated 1905 40cm x 23cm £50-75

655 Watercolour drawing, Scottish study, "Loch Earn, Perthshire" monogrammed GWS 12cm x 17cm £50-75

656 Barbara Crowe RI, (b.1950), watercolour, still life study of a vase of roses 43cm x 27cm, the reverse with
Aldridge Brothers label £50-75

657 H J Anderson, a pair of 19th Century watercolour drawings, study of fisherfolk 38cm x 27cm £60-90

Some foxing

658 H Worsley, 19th Century watercolour signed, fisherfolk by a cliffside cottage 16cm x 23cm £50-75

659 Rutledge?, a 1950's impressionist oil painting on canvas, study of Admiralty Arch,  signed to the bottom right
hand corner 49cm x 59cm £50-75

660 Frank Wootton (1911-1998), limited edition coloured print no.578 of 850 "Lancaster Bale Out" signed by Frank
Wootton, Bill Reid VC and Norman Jackson VC, 38cm x 49cm £50-75

661 Frank Sherwin (1896-1985) watercolour signed, loch scene with fishing boats 36cm x 46cm £40-60

This lot has some minor spots of foxing in the top right of the skyline but is otherwise in good condition.

662 C Morris, a set of 3 Victorian oil paintings on board, rural scenes, 11cm x 16cm contained in decorative gilt
frames £60-90

663 **Anna Pugh, a pair of coloured etchings "Brown Bird Flying" no.8 of 150 and "Wetland Crane" no.30 of 150,
both signed and dated 1979  20cm x 21cm PLEASE NOTE - Works by this artist may be subject to Artist's
Resale Rights £50-75

664 Watercolour study of Rochester with cliffs, bridge and moored boats, the reverse labelled F Barangan
Rochester, Exhibited London 1871-1875 25cm x 47cm £60-80

665 Eustace Liscard, oil on canvas, study of a vase of magnolias, signed 59cm x 49cm £50-75

666 Vincent O'Riley, oil on board, "September 1940" the reverse labelled Vincent O'Riley copyright ORY 1990,
signed and dated V O'Riley '90, 50cm x 60cm £50-75
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667 **James Longueville (born 1942), pastel signed, label en verso "Melting Snow Cheshire" 44cm x 67cm 
PLEASE NOTE - Works by this artist may be subject to Artist's Resale Rights £80-120

This lot has some spots of water damage around the centre and right hand side. The picture is loose in the
frame and has slipped down in the mount.

668 **Mike Donnelly, gouache signed and dated '02, "Cheetah at Rest" 49cm x 66cm PLEASE NOTE - Works by
this artist may be subject to Artist's Resale Rights £80-120

669 Robert Taylor 1951, a coloured print "Lancaster VC" signed by Robert Taylor, Norman Jackson VC and Bill
Reid VC 36cm x 48cm £50-75

670 M D'Aguilar, impressionist oil on board, study of a seated dining couple, signed to top right M D'Aguilar and
also to the reverse dated 1976 with 2 old Christies labels 32cm x 49cm ( photo centre pages ) £150-200

671 Thomas Kitchen, 18th Century coloured map puzzle of Northern Europe, contained in an oak frame 47cm x
59cm £40-60

Some woodworm damage

672 J A Davies, watercolour "Sopwith Snipe Landing" signed and dated '68, 34cm x 48cm, reverse labelled Guild
of Aviation Artists £40-60

673 Fannie Moody, coloured print, study of two pointers 45cm x 35cm together with various press clippings and a
Christmas card £30-50

674 A Victorian watercolour drawing, head and shoulders portrait of a young girl 29cm oval £50-75

675 Five Limited edition 20th Century colour abstract etchings, all numbered 8/99, indistinctly signed 13cm x 9cm
£60-80

676 John Young (1930-2015), limited edition coloured print no.104 of 500, dedicated to the memory of all services
and citizens of Malta who took part in the heroic defence of the island 1940-1943, signed by the artist and with
numerous facsimile signatures 46cm x 63cm £40-60

677 Cecil Beaton (1904-1980), a signed black and white portrait photograph of Princess Marina, signed Marina
1951 40cm x 32cm ( photo centre pages ) £100-150

The Beaton signature is slighlty faded but still clearly legible.

678 Two Chinese embroidered panels of figures contained in decorative gilt frames 62cm x 23cm £40-60

679 Koloszvary, oil painting on canvas, study of a covered wagon with figures in rural landscape 57cm x 76cm
£40-60

This picture has been cleaned, some marks to the canvas

680 ACS Agoston (1889-1947), oil on canvas, study of figures standing before a cottage, signed to bottom right
hand corner 58cm x 78cm ( photo centre pages ) £200-300

681 Victorian oil painting on canvas, study of a cottage with horses watering 46cm x 60cm £40-60

Bearers are warped and crazing to canvas

682 Anthony Saunders, coloured print "The Strike on Berlin" signed by Ken Tempest, Colin Bell and George Dunn,
the reverse with certificate 48cm  x 68cm £40-60

683 Oil on canvas, interior scene with 2 seated King Charles Spaniels by a feathered hat 49cm x 59cm £50-75

Heat damage to the canvas, crazed in places and possibly relined

684 Clifford Frith, lithograph, fair scene with tents and figures 1946 70cm x 95cm £40-60

685 Robert Taylor, three coloured prints "Lancaster" signed by Leonard Cheshire, "Spitfire" signed by Douglas
Bada and Air Vice Marshal Johnnie Johnson and "Hurricane" signed by Wing Commander Robert Stanford
Tuck  33cm x 47cm £60-80
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686 F C Jones, watercolour, study of a horse and cart in rural landscape 12cm x 19cm, signed and dated 1915
£40-60

687 An early 20th Century Chinese scroll work painting depicting a seated figure in an extensive landscape with
script and seal mark 154cm x 53cm £40-50

There are numerous folds in this scroll, some light creases, staining and minor foxing. The background of the
top half is sun bleached.
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Metalware, Collectors Items, Ephemera, Carpets,
Fabrics, Toys, Curios etc

726 An Art Nouveau style gilt metal 5 light electrolier with etched glass shades 35cm h x 60cm diam. £50-75

727 A gilt metal 5 light electrolier with cut glass shades 30cm h x 69cm diam. £50-75

728 A glass 3 light electrolier hung lozenges 40cm h x 48cm diam. £40-60

Some lozenges missing

729 A pair of large and impressive Rococo style gilt metal pricket candlesticks raised on square bases, 71cm h x
22cm x 23cm d ( photo centre pages ) £100-150

730 A large and impressive pair of African carved hardwood figures of giraffes raised on circular bases 216cm h x
31cm w and 214cm h x 31cm ( photo centre pages ) £200-300

One does not stand properly.

731 A Victorian 10 bar white painted cast iron radiator 82cm h x 65cm w x 12cm d £50-75

732 A bottle of 1947 Extra Quality Extra Dry Leon Monte Fieres Champagne £20-30

Image of reverse ullage added.

733 A brass figure of an albatross upon a globe, raised on a black marble socle base 27cm x 10cm £30-50

734 Coberg, a German Arts and Crafts candlestick with shaped sconce 12cm x 6cm, base marked Coberg together
with a similar unmarked chamber stick 19cm h x 14cm £40-60

735 A Chinese polished bronze and cloisonne urn of squat form 14cm h x 13cm diam. £40-60

736 An African carved hardstone figure of a female body 41cm x 12cm x 5cm £30-50

The neck is F and R

737 A 19th Century wooden and bamboo Costrel harvest barrel in 2 sections and with glass sides 19cm h x 7cm w
x 24cm d £40-60

738 A reproduction Chinese bronze twin handled urn of club form converted to a table lamp, on a hardwood base
33cm h x 14cm w x 12cm d £40-60

739 A Second World War air raid wardens helmet together with a Second World War webbing map case marked
PSS 1944 and a WWII service respirator (rubber perished in places) £30-50

740 John Sherer "Rural Life, The Management of Horses, Dogs, Cattle, Sheep, Pigs, Poultry etc" published by The
London Printing and Publishing Co., half leather bound (damage to the spine) together with volumes 1-4 J R
Ainsworth Davis "The Natural History of Animals" published by Gresham Publishing Co. 1905, half leather
bound and "The New Practical Atlas of The World" by Odhams Press £40-60

741 Two 19th Century right handed French pierced gilt metal Andirons (fire dogs) in the form of lidded urns 39cm h
x 34cm w x 11cm d £30-40

One has several soldered repairs to the garland and the stands to both may be later additions.

742 A Swiss carved figure of a standing gentleman, the base marked AP 30cm h x 9cm w x 7.5cm d £30-50

Finger a/f

743 A Victorian carved conch shell decorated Old Father Time, raised on dolphin gilt metal supports 28cm h x
17cm w x 13cm d (converted to a table lamp) £100-150

744 A pair of 1930's oak spiral turned candlesticks with detachable brass sconces 31cm h x 12cm diam. £40-60

The sconces are dented, light water damage to the bases

745 A 19th Century 2 gallon copper harvest measure 31cm h x 32cm diam. together with a  19th Century brass
preserving pan with iron handle 13cm x 26cm £40-60
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746 A 19th Century oval copper kettle with acorn finial 12cm h x 15cm w x 13cm d together with a circular waisted
copper kettle 23cm h x 21cm diam. and 1 other with wooden handle 8cm x 11cm £30-50

747 A Sphygmomanometer contained in a wooden case (F) £30-50

748 A black leather and brass Midland Bank cash holdall marked 5 Lever Mitchell England 13cm x 38cm x 16cm
£40-60

749 An oval shimoyama mother of pearl inlaid plaque 51cm x 34cm £20-30

This is warped

750 A Bingoscope projector, 3 Bingoscope 9.5mm films, 8 Pathescope 9.5mm films contained in a blue case
£40-60

751 A pair of 19th Century polished brass candlesticks, 1 with ejector, 27cm h x 12cm £30-50

752 A Maelzel metronome, model Brevete £30-40

Missing 2 feet and currently not working

753 A Turkish brass coffee pot with signature mark to sides, 23cm h x 8cm £40-60

754 An African bronze figure of a standing man 27cm £30-40

755 A Victorian circular chromium plated tazza decorated a classical scene, raised on scroll feet 18cm x 29cm
£30-40

756 A pair of 19th/20th Century Chinese polished gilt bronze vases 8cm x 3.5cm and 2 pairs of 19th Century
Chinese gilt polished bronze club shaped vases the bases with seal marks 18cm x 5cm £40-60

757 A Victorian rectangular stained glass panel 20cm h x 15cm w £30-50

Some damage in places

758 An 18th/19th Century cylindrical gilt metal light fitting 25cm together with a ditto ceiling rose 28cm x 11cm
£40-60

759 A 19th Century brass and iron preserving pan 11cm x 22cm together with 3 brass 2lb bell weights £30-40

760 A pair of Victorian rectangular bevelled plate mirrors contained in a pierced gilt frames 39cm x 26cm £40-60

One mirror has a small crack to the top right hand corner, silvering is showing signs of deterioration to both
mirrors and both have sconces missing to the base

761 An anti aircraft shell, the top marked 40 M/M1VI, raised on a wooden base 48cm h x 12cm w x 12cm d £30-40

762 A 19th Century Gothic Bricks set, boxed £30-50

763 A Marconiphone V.1. Inst.no. S/M12-8 crystal set, boxed £80-120

image of interior added.

764 The Ethophone No.1 crystal set, the lid marked Inst.no. 917 £50-75

The box has a small section of timber missing to the right hand of the top and splits to the side

765 Remy Martin, a 1980's Limoges decanter in the form of a centaure containing brandy (the cork is loose and
there has been some leakage so decanter must be kept upright) boxed, together with 9 Wade Bells Whisky
commemorative decanters to celebrate different events (some with evaporation) £40-60

PLEASE NOTE Due to the loose cork and leakage to the Remy Centaure this lot must be collected in person

766 A circular copper saucepan with iron handle marked 26 8cm x 26cm together with a circular copper twin
handled preserving pan 12cm x 37cm £30-50

767 A Midwifery delivery kit comprising forceps and medical equipment, cased £40-60

768 A Class C beam scale marked 9781 and with George V calibration mark 76cm £50-75

769 A Minnitt gas and air apparatus serial no.772 £40-60

Rubber parts are perished

770 A Kodascope model B projector, boxed £40-60

771 A five string zither banjo with case £40-60
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772 A child's violin, with 2 piece back 28.5cm, labelled Finally James Hay, prepared Guildford 1919, contained in a
later fibre case ( photo centre pages ) £100-150

773 A carved hardwood figure of a seated tiger 54cm h x 43cm w x 16cm d ( photo centre pages ) £50-75

774 A pair of black leather riding boots complete with beech and metal sprung trees £30-50

Signs of old but treated worm to the trees

775 A lignum vitae stable block and 3 turned lignum plummers rimas and a collection of lead dressing tools £40-60

776 A Neo Cyclostyle duplicator and a Gestetner's Diaphragm duplicator £40-60

777 Robert Reid, a German made manual sewing machine no.256422 complete with carrying case (lid to bobbin
box missing) £40-60

778 Ten Home Office air raid precautions department anti-gas instruction diagrams - diagrams no.1 Problem zones
of contamination; no.2 Persistent gas bomb; no.3 Blister gas burns; no.4 Blister gas treatment; no.5 Volume of
air breathed; no.6 Layout of cleansing depot for ARP services; no.8 Care of the respirator; no.9 Respirator anti-
gas civilian duty; no.10 Civilian respirator and no.11 Respirator anti-gas £100-200

These diagrams measure 76cm x 96cm

779 A pair of gilt wood twin light wall light brackets 45cm h x 20cm w x 10cm d £40-60

780 A pierced brass AA radiator badge no.36849 1906-1930 together with an AA beehive radiator badge 5A80183
1957-1959 £60-80

781 A Chinese gilt bronze figure of a seated Buddha 15cm x 9cm x 6cm £50-75

782 A turned lignum vitae pestle 29cm h x 5cm £25-35

783 A James Heeley & Sons Ltd. A1 double lever corkscrew £50-75

784 A black and white photograph of a seated dog 6cm oval, contained in a leather and gilt frame and 1 other of a
seated lady with dog 8cm oval £40-60

785 A 19th Century brass and leather 3 draw pocket telescope £30-50

The leather covering to the main tube is loose

786 A pair of curious Eastern bronze candlesticks 13cm x 9cm £40-60

787 A Liverpool City Police whistle together with a turned wooden truncheon marked MP £40-60

788 A barbed metal "fishing spear" 39cm x 3cm £30-40

789 A 1908 pattern Cavalry Troopers sword with unmarked blade contained in a green scabbard £80-120

The blade is free from any rust.

790 A wooden and brass star back centre pin fishing reel 4" (1 handle missing) together with 1 other centre pin reel
marked A. Mecham 15cm £20-30

791 A STF trout fishing reel 3 1/4" in a green cloth pouch £30-50

792 A Hardy St George 3 3/8" trout fly fishing reel with agate line guard, mounted in Hardy nickel silver mount, the
reel retains most of the original finish and is original cardboard box ( photo centre pages ) £80-120

There is some minor wear to the extremities of both reel and box but both are otherwise in good codition and
the reel is functioning correctly.

793 A Hardy Gem trout fly fishing reel, retaining most of original finish and in original cardboard box £50-75

794 18 various 1960/70's boxed and unused fishing flies £30-50

795 An Okuma Scierra S8/9 centrepin fishing reel, ditto air stream, a Shakespeare centrepin fishing reel, a ditto
Mustang centrepin reel and spare spool, all contained in a fabric carrying case £30-50

796 A collection of vintage fishing lures including a boxed Heddon box lure, a Bill Norman box lure, an Abu and
others £30-50

797 Seven Penn lightweight fishing spools boxed, together with 3 others (unboxed) £25-35
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798 A collection of Edwardian and later fly fishing tying materials including cylindrical Farlows tins £40-60

Additional images added.

799 An antler handled wading fishing staff £20-30

800 A Special Edition Century Compressor 13'6" beach casting fishing rod with reducer, coaster reel fittings,
contained in original cloth bag £130-160

801 An Allcocks 9' split cane fly fishing rod with 2 tips, in a bamboo tip tube which doubles as a landing net handle,
all contained in original cloth bag £30-50

802 A 9'6" Pezon ET Michel parabolic syers still water split cane fly fishing rod with 6 line weight, built for Farlows
and contained in a green cloth bag £30-50

803 A Millwards Rover 10' split cane fly fishing rod, with large butt extension and original green cloth bag £30-50

804 A Fosters of Ashbourne Perfect 12'6" split cane fly fishing rod with agate tips and butt eyes, contained in
original blue cloth case £30-50

805 An early Foster of Kelso 10'6" split cane fly fishing rod with 2 tips, contained in a brown cloth bag £30-50

806 A vintage Martin James 3 piece cane trout fishing rod, contained in a green cloth bag £30-50

807 An Edgar Sealy 9' two piece split cane fly fishing rod, "The Specialist" contained in an Edgar Sealy cloth bag
£30-50

808 A vintage Avon 11', 3 piece cane fishing rod with cork green and red whipping £30-50

809 An early Dickenson & Sons 9' light weight fly fishing rod and a 9' split cane rod, both in cloth bags £30-50

810 A vintage Sealy 12' Aquarius coarse fishing float rod and an 8' spinning rod £30-40

811 Four ladies 1950's evening bags £30-40

812 A lady's black sequined evening bag and 2 others £30-40

813 Five ladies evening bags £30-40

814 A collection of twenty four ladies evening bags together with 3 purses £30-50

815 Three Airfix OO scale model locomotives and tenders 54150-1, 5410-9 boxed together with 2 HO scale Airfix
model locomotives 54170-5 and 54171-8 boxed, 2 Airfix GMR locomotives Royal Scot and O42 tank engine
together with a Wren Type EDL18 locomotive and 1 other unboxed £40-60

All locomotives in this lot have motors installed.

816 Two Airfix OO scale railway carriages boxed and 25 items of Airfix rolling stock, 8 Airfix GMR railway carriages
and 5 items of Airfix GMR rolling stock, all boxed £40-60

817 Six Kitmaster model railway carriages boxed and a collection of Airfix OO model railway locomotives, rolling
stock (all unmade) £40-60

818 A Chad Valley pressed metal terrestrial globe 13cm together with 1 other 11cm £40-60

Both globes have dents

819 A Dinky Meccano fire engine, a Dinky Supertoys 651 Centurion tank, a Dinky 201 Field Marshall tractor, ditto
321 Massey Harris manure spreader (f), a Corgi Citroen Safari and other model toy cars (all play worn) £30-50

820 An unmade Fine Cast model loco and tender kit, ditto DJH model locomotive and other locomotives etc £30-50

821 A Sunny Jim figure 40cm £20-30

822 A Scalextric Set 80 boxed (some damage to the box), a sixth edition track circuit and racing rules and a ninth
edition £40-60

823 A child's 1960's push along toy in the form of a dog 50cm h x 47cm l x 25cm w £30-50

824 A Chad Valley teddy bear (wear to legs and neck) 58cm £30-50

825 A collection of cast lead figures of horses and carts, mounted bandsmen £30-40

826 A collection of various Wills, Players and Ogdens cigarette cards contained in 2 albums £30-50

827 Two ring bound albums of cigarette cards including Wills, Rothmans, Players £30-40
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828 Two loose leaf albums of cigarette cards including Ogdens, Wills, John Players, £30-50

829 Two ring bound albums of cigarette cards including Wills, Castella Cigars £30-40

830 Two albums of Senior Service cigarette cards and a collection of other cigarette cards £30-50

831 Eight albums of silk cigarette cards £40-60

832 A blue crate of mixed cigarette cards £40-60

833 An album of black and white postcards of actresses and other postcards together with a red loose leaf album
of trade cards, seals etc £30-50

834 A white plastic crate containing a collection of tea cards £30-50

835 An album of mint and used American stamps, 6 other albums of world stamps £40-60

Sample photos of American stamps added.

836 Five albums of GB first day covers 1965-2000 £40-60

837 An album of mint and used GB stamps Victoria to Elizabeth II, a stock book of GB stamps QEII, an album of
mint and used world stamps including Sweden, Spain, Portugal, Netherlands, Germany, France, Belgium, USA
together with an empty 1990 Royal Mail Special stamp album £40-60

838 A 19th/20th Century album of world stamps including GB Victoria and later, Argentina, USA £30-50

839 A quantity of penny reds on paper together with a quantity of George VI stamped envelopes £20-30

840 An album of used Victorian GB stamps including penny red and a collection of German, Austrian, Hungarian,
Belgium and Holland stamps and 1 volume "The Collection of Printing of Traditional Chinese Farming"
containing stamps and contained in a presentation box £30-50

841 A 1930's Girl Guide photograph album containing a collection of black and white photographs of girl guide
camps £20-30

842 Eight First World War embroidered postcards together with a collection of black and white WWI postcards
£40-60

843 39 various stereoscopic slides including 12 scenes of Devon, 3 of Edinburgh, 14 Churches, Abbey's and
Cathedrals, The Basilica of St Mark - Venice, 3 A Braun A Dornach cards, no's 795, 1040 & 1095, 2 different
views of the Clam Shell cave Staffa and 4 others including a view of Brighton and The Ghost in the
Stereoscope contained in an inlaid mahogany box with hinged lid £40-60

The slide of children paddling in the sea is broken down the vertical centre

844 Frances Bedford, a stereoscopic slide "No.1286 Clifton Suspension Bridge, From River Bank No.2", Heath
Opticians, 4 George Street Plymouth, 4 stereoscope slides - Albert Bridge Saltash, Saltash Bridge, Ivybridge
Viaduct and Grenofen Viaduct, together with 3 others, Grenofen Viaduct near Tavistock and 2 of viaducts
under construction £200-300

845 Four feather models of dining chairs 8cm h x 4cm w x 4cm d, ditto daybed (a/f) 5cm h x 6cm w x 5cm d
(reputedly made by First World War German prisoners of war) £30-50

846 A Japanese bronze club shaped vase of seated gentleman 17cm x 6cm £30-50

Large dent to the left hand edge

847 A bronze figure of a walking horse raised on a rectangular base 20cm h x 25cm w x 9.5cm d £50-75

We believe this lot to be solid rather than hollow. The base is also bronze. the lot is probably 30-50 years old.

848 A 17th/18th Century brass mortar and pestle 10cm x 12cm, 3 Victorian brass measures - 1/2 pint, gill and gill,
a 19th Century copper flour caster 13cm x 8cm, miniature copper kettle 9cm x 8cm, a circular brass spirit
burner 3cm x 7cm £30-50

849 A Japanese bronze figure of a rearing horse raised on an oval base 24cm h x 11cm w x 7cm d £100-150

This lot has some spots of surface corrosion particularly around the base of the back hooves. It is possibly a
reproduction
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850 Three 19th Century leather shoes (all in bad state of decay) £30-40

851 A 750ml bottle of Dunhill Old Master Finest Scotch Whisky £50-75

852 A bottle of Dow's Crusted Port £20-30

The port is very low in the bottle

853 A Victorian scrap album (no covers) £30-50

Additional images added.

854 Holland, The Beatles, a section of fabric printed with images of the Beatles against an orange ground 174cm x
98cm £50-75

One section has a slight stain

855 A collection of table linen £30-50

856 A white fur stole together with a collection of Victorian and later lace trim £30-40

Additional images added.

857 An Eastern embroidered eiderdown with panelled decoration 244cm x 193cm £20-30

Some staining

858 A mink stole together with various fur collars and trims contained in a Harrods box £30-50

859 A lady's full length mink coat (some molt) £15-25

860 A lady's full length mink coat by John Dunn & Sons of Dorking (some moth) £30-40

861 A lady's full length fur coat £20-30

There is some molt to this coat and the lining to the back is unstitched

862 J Oscar-Sharpe, a lady's white lace blouse together with a yellow embroidered shawl £30-40

863 A lady's black mink fur coat £30-50

864 A Pelham ventriloquist's dummy 66cm h x 25cm w £30-50

865 A stylish mid Century chrome and amber plastic 3 light table lamp 51cm h x 22cm £50-75

866 Volumes 1-3 "Army and Navy Illustrated" edited by Commander Charles Robison and published by George
Newnes, Lieutenant Colonel J Marshman "Brave Deeds", John Leech "Pictures of Life and Characters" 4th
and 5th series binding damaged to back, 1 volume "V.R.I. Her Life and Empire" together with Coronation of
Edward VII 1902 £30-50

867 An EKCO Model U319 radio complete with instructions, original receipt and radio licence £30-50

868 A Victorian green glass oil lamp reservoir raised on a pierced iron base with opaque shaped glass chimney
53cm x 15cm £30-50

869 A wrought iron log cart with mythical beast ends 51cm h x 96cm l x 34cm w £50-75

870 Rudyard Kipling, a first edition "The Second Jungle Book" published by MacMillan & Co. 1895 (some foxing
and no dust jacket), Beatrix Potter first edition "The Tale of Pigling Bland" published by Frederick Warne & Co.
1913 (some foxing), John W Ivimey first edition "Complete Version of Ye Three Blind Mice"  published by
Frederick Warne & Co. (some foxing and damage to the spine, some pages coloured in) and a leather bound
book of Common Prayer 1850 £60-90

871 A corroded leaf shaped spear head 44cm x 7cm together with 1 other 36cm x 4cm £30-40

872 A collection of 1940's black and white postcards £30-50

873 A pair of Japanese cloisonne enamelled vases decorated butterflies 15cm x 5cm £40-60

Both have dents to the base

874 C Pollard Ltd., a pair of platform scales to weight 20 stone £40-60

875 A 19th Century Continental copper and brass double spicketed twin handled urn with insulated china liner,
61cm h x 31cm £40-60
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876 A 1940's television receiver with 31cm green screen, Mazda cathode ray tube type CCRM 92, contained in a
mahogany finished case 65cm h x 48cm w x 42cm d £50-75

In need of restoration, missing knobs to the front

877 The Optiscope magic lantern, the lens marked Aldis-Butcher projections lenses, cased £40-60
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Clocks and Scientific Instruments

976 An Edwardian aneroid barometer and thermometer with porcelain dial, contained in a carved oak wheel case
£40-60

Glass cracked

977 Gallotti & Radice, a glass and chrome wall clock with mirrored back 179cm h x 30cm w x 16cm d £50-75

The clock is currently not working. It has a Newton balance type pendulum (ball on a string) above the dial
which swings to wrap around pillars on either side. The weights are missing.

978 Junghans, a 19th Century striking bracket clock with 14cm enamelled dial and Roman numerals, contained in
a carved wooden case 50cm h x 15cm w x 28cm d £40-60

There is a crack to the dial at 8 o'clock, there is a pendulum but no key

979 An 18th Century 8 day striking longcase clock, the 31cm brass dial with silvered chapter ring, Roman
numerals, subsidiary second hand and calendar aperture, striking on bell, contained in an oak case, complete
with pendulum and weights 209cm h x 44cm w x 23cm d £80-120

The centre of the dial is possibly a later replacement

980 A French 8 day carriage alarm clock with enamelled dial, Roman numerals and alarm dial, contained in a gilt
metal case complete with key 13cm x 10cm x 8cm £60-90

The clock is currently running, there are 2 chips to the top left and top right and a crack to the bottom right
hand corner

981 F Marti, a 19th Century French timepiece with 8.5cm enamelled dial, contained in a tortoiseshell and gilt metal
mounted case, complete with pendulum, back plate marked F Marti 4024, 24cm h x 10cm w x 17cm d ( photo
centre pages ) £150-200

There are blemishes to the tortoiseshell and the dial is cracked, there is no key to this clock, the is currently
running

982 Knight & Gibbins, a Victorian style battery operated mantel timepiece with quartz movement, contained in an
inlaid mahogany balloon case 19cm x 10cm x 6cm £30-50

983 A 19th Century French timepiece with painted dial and Roman numerals, contained in a gilt metal case, the
back plate marked 88683 24cm h x 13cm w x 6cm d complete with pendulum £50-75

There is no glass to the front, key missing, gilt rubbed to all high points

984 A 19th Century French carriage timepiece with enamelled dial and Roman numerals contained in a gilt case
£30-40
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Rugs and Carpets

1001 A black, red and green ground Maimana Kilim 133cm x 80cm £20-30

1002 A green, blue and red ground Suzni Kilim runner with all-over diamond design 280cm x 76cm £60-80

1003 A tan, black and white ground Maimana Kilim runner with diamond design to the centre 190cm x 60cm £45-55

1004 A brown, blue and green ground Belouche rug with 3 stylised medallions to the centre 135cm x 86cm £30-40

1005 A brown and black ground Maimana Kilim rug with 2 stylised diamonds to the centre 180cm x 58cm £20-30

1006 A Ryalux, The V&A Art Nouveau Rug Collection, machine made peach ground rug decorated iris 240cm x
171cm £40-60

Some staining

1007 A pink and white ground Bokhara rug with 36 octagons to the centre 180cm x 123cm £40-60

Some wear to the edges and binding

1008 A Ryalux, The V&A Art Nouveau Rug Collection, machine made green ground rug decorated buttercups
189cm x 141cm £30-50

Has an oil stain

1009 A machine made brown ground and floral patterned Persian style carpet 288cm h x 188cm £50-75

Signs of wear and the fringing to one end has been reduced. Close up image of reverse added.

1010 A green ground Bokhara carpet having 138 octagons to the centre within a multi row border 286cm x 223cm
£50-75

Signs of wear and staining in places

1011 A red and blue ground Caucasian style carpet with central medallion in a multi row border 279cm x 249cm
£100-150

Some sun bleaching

1012 A white ground and floral patterned Indian carpet with central floral medallion 367cm x 278cm £60-90

Some staining in places

1013 A red and blue ground Meshwani runner with 4 diamonds to the centre 263cm x 63cm £80-100

1014 A grey coloured Kashmiri floral stitchwork panel 97cm x 59cm £25-35

1015 A blue, yellow and turquoise ground Chobi Kilim 150cm x 100cm £80-100

1016 A black and brown ground Maimana Kilim rug with diamond design 97cm x 69cm £30-40

1017 A brown, white and blue ground Suzni Kilim runner with all over diamond design 259cm x 70cm £70-90

1018 A black, turquoise and orange ground Chobi Kilim runner 202cm x 64cm £70-90

1019 A red and blue ground Meshwani runner with 4 diamonds to the centre within a multi row border 243cm x
68cm £80-100

1020 An orange, turquoise and green ground Chobi Kilim, the central ground formed of 6 rectangular panels 133cm
x 88cm £60-80

1021 A red and brown ground Belouche rug 140cm x 92cm £70-90

1022 A black, white and green ground Maimana Kilim with 2 diamond medallions to the centre 131cm x 80cm
£50-75

1023 A green, turquoise and brown ground Chobi Kilim rug 183cm x 126cm £80-100
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Antique and Fine Quality Furniture

1041 A late 19th Century walnut 'Thebes' stool with dish shaped woven seat raised on turned supports, Likely to be
Liberty & Co £300-500

This stool is 39.5cm high. There is some minor wear to parts of the woven seat. The lot is otherwise in good
condition.

1042 An Edwardian inlaid mahogany bow front writing table with green inset writing surface, fitted 1 long and 6 short
drawers with brass swan neck drop handles 77cm h x 138cm w x 66cm d £80-120

The green writing surface is scuffed and has sections missing, section of timber missing to the apron beneath
the long drawer and 1 handle is damaged

1043 A 20th Century Chinese black lacquered bow front corner cabinet fitted a shelf with floral decoration 89cm h x
51cm w x 50cm d £50-75

Some scratching to the gilding and high points

1044 A Georgian rectangular, crossbanded mahogany snap top breakfast table, raised on a turned column and
tripod base 75cm h x 117cm w x 88cm d £30-50

Some light bruising in places

1045 A 19th Century rectangular/cushion shaped gilt mirror frame containing a later bevelled plate mirror 124cm h x
92cm w x 13cm d £60-90

Small sections of gilding missing in places

1046 An oak 3 tier Globe Wernicke bookcase raised on square supports 120cm h x 86cm w x 28cm d £120-150

Some ring marks, sun bleaching and water stains to the top and front in places

1047 A pair of Rococo style cream and gilt floral painted chests of bombe form and serpentine outline fitted 2 long
drawers, raised on cabriole supports 63cm h x 60cm w x 32cm d £80-120

1048 An Edwardian inlaid mahogany bureau bookcase, the upper section with moulded cornice, fitted shelves
enclosed by astragal glazed panelled doors, the base with fall front above 3 long drawers, raised on cabriole
ball and claw supports 201cm h x 91cm w x 48cm d £50-75

1049 An Art Nouveau carved oak dresser, the raised back with moulded cornice fitted a cupboard enclosed by lead
glazed panelled doors flanked by recesses, raised on cup and cover supports, the base fitted 2 drawers above
double cupboard 169cm h x 152cm w x 53cm d £40-60

Water marks and split to the top

1050 A Victorian Anglo Indian hardwood and heavily inlaid brass dressing box, interior fitted a mirror and
compartments, raised on bracket feet 15cm h x 39cm w x 27cm d £70-90

Small sections of inlay missing in places, the lock has been cut and some of the brass inlay is rising in places

1051 An Edwardian satinwood bow front wash stand with 1/4 veneered top, fitted a drawer flanked by a pair of
cupboards enclosed by panelled doors, raised on square tapered supports with brass caps and casters 79cm
h x 121cm w x 50cm d £80-120

Light scratching to the top, hinge to right hand door is a/f

1052 A Louis XV style commode of serpentine outline and bombe form, having a green veined marble top above 3
long drawers, painted rural scenes, raised on cabriole supports 97cm h x 89cm w x 46cm d £100-150

Some corrosion to the centre gilt metal mount
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1053 A Regency convex plate wall mirror contained in a circular gilt frame surmounted by a figure of an eagle 89cm
h x 79cm diam. £150-200

It would appear the Eagles head has been broken and repaired around the neck and the frame and eagle have
been later re-painted with gold paint. The plate appears to be original

1055 A Victorian pine collectors chest of 15 shallow drawers with glass tops 97cm h x 53cm w x 50cm d £150-200

The top is slightly warped, has ring marks and sun bleaching

1056 A Chinese pierced and carved hardwood and ebonised jardiniere stand, raised on cabriole supports 85cm h x
29cm diam. £50-75

The Top is slightly warped and scratched. There is a small crack near the top of one of the pierced sections
and some of the joins in the carving are opening slightly. The lot is otherwise in good condition. The lot is
probably 30-40 years old.

1057 A Georgian circular mahogany snap top tea table with bird cage action, raised on pillar and tripod base (cut
down) 50cm h x 76cm diam. £50-75

Ring marks and pitting to the top, 4 screw holes to the bird cage action

1058 A Georgian mahogany chiffonier with shaped back fitted a drawer above a pair of arched panelled doors,
having columns to the sides 105cm h x 117cm w x 47cm d £40-60

Signs of shrinkage to the edge and top, cracks

1059 A Queen Anne style figured walnut and crossbanded bow front cabinet fitted a drawer above cupboard
enclosed by a panelled door, raised on bracket feet 74cm h x 46cm w x 36cm d £50-75

Ring marks and light scratching to the top

1060 An Aesthetic movement quarter veneered and crossbanded walnut 2 tier card table, raised on turned supports
with X framed stretcher 78cm h x 65cm w x 45cm d £40-60

Water marks and bleaching to the top, finial missing to the centre of the X framed stretcher

1061 A Victorian carved oak hanging corner cabinet with moulded cornice, fitted shelves enclosed by a panelled
door 72cm h x 57cm w x 38cm d £30-50

The brass escutcheon is missing to the door

1062 A harlequin set of 8 Chippendale style pierced slat back dining chairs comprising  2 carvers and 6 standard
(made up of 2 sets of 3), raised on carved cabriole supports (one set of 3 have drop in seats, 1 back heavily
restored, the other with overstuffed seats) £80-120

All frames are loose

1063 A rectangular elm occasional table, the top formed of 2 planks, raised on square supports with box stretcher
82cm h x 95cm l x 37cm w £40-60

Ring marks and water damage in places

1064 A pair of 20th Century octagonal Chinese lacquered pedestal chests of 8 drawers, decorated with carved
mother of pearl figures of geishas, 101cm h x 31cm w x 31cm d £100-150

1065 A Georgian rectangular mahogany tea table fitted a drawer, raised on square supports 74cm h x 91cm w x
43cm d £40-60

Some light scratches to the top, a section of timber has been let into the inside bottom flap, there is ebony
stringing missing from the sides of drawers, scuff marks throughout

1066 A Chinese hardwood 3 section Canterbury the base fitted a drawer 45cm h x 45cm w x 23cm d £40-60

1067 A child's reproduction 18th Century elm high chair raised on turned supports with H framed stretcher 88cm h
(seat 18cm x 20cm) £30-50
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1068 A 19th Century rectangular plate dressing table mirror contained in a mahogany frame 38cm h x 28cm w x
15cm d £30-50

Silvering to the mirror is showing signs of deterioration

1069 A very near pair of 20th Century circular Chinese carved hardwood jardiniere stands, raised on shaped
supports with pierced undertier 27cm h x 26cm diam. £100-150

Some contact marks to the tops

1070 An 18th Century oak chest with crossbanded top and 3 drawers, raised on bracket feet (possibly made up)
76cm h x 104cm w x 47cm d £100-150

Sections of veneer missing to the top, replacement brass handles

1071 A Victorian oval shaped bevelled plate mirror contained in a pierced gilt metal Rococo style frame surmounted
by a mask 64cm h x 38cm w £40-60

There are 2 small non visible holes behind the niche floral decoration at the base where a branch would once
have been

1072 Brooks Ltd., a Victorian rosewood adjustable piano stool with floral woven woolwork seat, raised on club
supports with X framed stretcher 48cm x 33cm, the base marked 18534 1004 Brooks Ltd. £50-75

1073 An Edwardian Art Nouveau mahogany side table fitted 3 drawers with copper plate drop handles, raised on
turned supports 73cm h x 96cm w x 51cm d £40-60

The replacement plywood top is scratched and sun bleached

1074 An Edwardian Chippendale style oval extending dining table raised on cabriole, ball and claw supports,
complete with winder and 2 extra leaves, 76cm h x 120cm w x 145cm when closed x 240cm l when extended
£30-50

There are ring marks, water stains and scratching to the top

1075 A William IV rosewood pole screen with square Berlin woolwork banner raised on a turned column with triform
base and bun feet 125cm h x 34cm w £20-30

Section of veneer missing to the side of the base and water marks

1076 A Victorian rosewood and brass mounted writing slope 15cm h x 45cm w x 25cm d £80-120

There is a split to the top, the lock has been cut and the writing surface has been replaced to the interior

1077 A 20th Century Chinese style black and gilt lacquered Carlton House desk with inlaid mother of pearl figures of
standing geishas, the upper section fitted a bank of 6 short drawers flanked by a pair of shaped cupboards, the
base fitted 2 short drawers above 3 long drawers, raised on turned supports 100cm h x 118cm w x 67cm d
together with a matching arch shaped chair 98cm h x 43cm w x 43cm d (seat 29cm x 30cm) ( photo centre
pages ) £100-150

Some chips to the gilding and ebonising in places to both the table and the chair

1078 An 18th Century elm ladder back dining chair with woven rush seat, raised on turned supports, 98cm h x 47cm
w x 41cm d (seat 34cm x 31cm)  together with 1 other 100cm h x 47cm w x 39cm (seat 32cm x 31cm) £40-60

The rush is worn to both chairs

1079 A Victorian mahogany chiffonier with raised back fitted a shelf, the base fitted a drawer above pair of
cupboards enclosed by arched panelled doors 142cm h x 90cm w x 36cm d £30-50

Ring mark to the top, signs of shrinkage to the top, pitting and split to the right hand door

1080 A mahogany clerk's slope with hinged lid 18cm h x 62cm w x 45cm d £60-80

Some contact marks to the top

1081 A 19th Century mahogany table top display cabinet 20cm h x 155cm w x 46cm d £50-75

This cabinet is 20cm high, 155cm wide and 46cm deep.
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1082 A Victorian carved oak oval drop flap gateleg tea table fitted a frieze drawer, raised on turned and block
supports 73cm h x 76cm w x 25cm when closed x 92cm when open £30-50

Sun bleaching in places

1083 A Victorian rosewood chiffonier, the raised back fitted a shelf above a drawer and cupboard enclosed by
panelled doors 135cm h x 104cm w x 39cm d £40-60

The shelf to the top is warped, as is the top, ring mark and signs of sun bleaching

1084 An Edwardian rectangular inlaid mahogany cabinet with raised back, interior fitted shelves enclosed by
panelled doors raised on bracket feet 115cm h x 90cm w x 37cm d £50-75

Sections of veneer and crossbanding missing to the raised back, escutcheon is missing, small section of 
veneer missing to both bracket feet, sun bleached

1085 A 19th Century octagonal mahogany snap top wine table raised on a turned column and tripod base 69cm h x
53cm w x 55cm d £40-60

The top is scratched and split, there is also a split to the column

1086 A Victorian mahogany writing table with inset writing surface, fitted 2 drawers with tore handles, raised on
turned and reeded supports, ceramic casters, 75cm h x 92cm w x 52cm d £90-120

Some scratches in places

1087 A 19th Century rectangular mahogany trinket box with crossbanded top and hinged lid 13cm x 25cm x 17.5cm
together with 1 other 19th Century box with hinged lid and brass escutcheon the base fitted a drawer 10cm h x
31cm w x 27.5cm d £40-60

To the first box the lid is warped, the lock is missing, there is a Mansion House press cutting to the inside of
the lid relating to a robbery in the banking hall Mansion House London

1088 A 19th Century inlaid mahogany chest of 2 short and 3 long drawers, the drawers with feather crossbanding,
raised on replacement bracket feet 77cm h x 76cm w x 47cm d ( photo centre pages ) £100-150

The chest is made up and has replacement brass swan neck drop handles

1089 An 18th Century style Dutch oak centre table with ebony stringing, raised on cup and cover supports with Y
framed stretcher 75cm h x 120cm w x 79cm d £100-150

The top has two splits and a ring mark, there is a break to the stretcher on the base

1090 A Victorian bamboo jardiniere stand with tile top 54cm h x 30cm w x 30cm d £50-80

1091 An Edwardian Art Nouveau mahogany writing table fitted a 3/4 gallery with inset writing surface fitted 2
drawers, raised on turned supports 72cm h x 104cm w x 49cm d £50-75

1092 An Art Nouveau style rectangular bevelled plate cheval mirror contained in a mahogany frame with broken
pediment 204cm h x 45cm w x 61cm d £80-120

1093 A set of 4 19th Century Hepplewhite style camel back dining chairs, the pierced shield backs with carved ears
of corn and over stuffed seats, raised on square tapered supports £40-60

Frames are loose

1094 An 18th Century light oak chest of 3 drawers with oval brass replacement plate drop handles, raised on
bracket feet 81cm h x 81cm w x 45cm d £60-80

There are ring marks to the top, section of timber let in to the front edge

1095 C Nossotti, a Victorian arched plate mirror contained in a black and rope edge gilt frame with swag to the top
167cm h x 76cm w £150-200

The silvering to the mirror is showing signs of deterioration in places

1096 A Victorian mahogany drop flap Sutherland table, raised on turned supports 55cm h x 49cm w x 11cm when
closed x 56cm when open £30-50

There are slight discolourations, scratches and contact marks to the top
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1097 A Georgian inlaid mahogany bow front corner washstand with hinged top revealing 4 bowl recepticals, the
base enclosed by a panelled door fitted a drawer, raised on outswept supports 81cm when closed, 128cm
when open 49cm w x 48cm d £50-75

Scratching and pitting to the top

1098 A Victorian rosewood chiffonier fitted a drawer above cupboards enclosed by grilled panelled doors, raised on
a platform base 92cm h x 114cm w x 50cm d ( photo centre pages ) £200-300

There are 2 filled holes to the top where a back would have been, sun bleaching, replacement handles

1099 A 19th Century elm trunk with hinged lid and iron drop handles, the interior fitted a candle box, raised on a
platform base 39cm h x 79cm w x 46cm d £50-75

Possibly a section of timber missing to the back of the lid, sun bleaching and staining, signs of old but treated
worm to the base of the left hand edge

1100 An Edwardian inlaid mahogany drawing room suite comprising 2 seat show frame sofa upholstered in buttoned
material, raised on square tapered supports 78cm h x 150cm w x 50cm d (seat 114cm w x 49cm d), a pair of
open arm chairs with upholstered seats and backs 97cm h x 60cm w x 51cm d (seat 42cm w x 37cm d) and a
pair of ditto splat back side chairs 77cm h x 44cm w x 40cm d (seat 31cm w x 32cm d), all fully restored and re-
upholstered in cream/gold material ( photo centre pages ) £500-700

All items in this lot are in very good condition.

1101 A Victorian octagonal mahogany spittoon with Berlin floral wool work seat and hinged lid, complete with china
liner, raised on turned supports 13cm h x 28cm w x 39cm d £40-60

1102 Warings, an Edwardian mahogany Georgian style bedside cabinet with raised back fitted a drawer above
panelled door, raised on square supports 78cm h x 38cm w x 39cm d £30-50

Scratches to the top and contact marks in places

1103 A pair (1 single) of carved and pierced Burmese expanding bookends 14cm h x 33cm w x 13cm x 55cm when
extended £30-50

1105 A Victorian carved oak corner cabinet with moulded cornice, fitted shelves enclosed by carved panelled doors
106cm h x 83cm w x 58cm d £30-50

Signs of old but treated worm in places

1106 a 19th Century oval plate wall mirror contained in a decorative cushion shaped frame 71cm h x 89cm w x 6cm
d £40-60

Some gilding missing in places to the frame and the silvering to the mirror is showing signs of deterioration in
places

1107 A 19th Century circular mahogany snap top tea table raised on a turned column and tripod base 69cm h x
78cm diam. £40-60

There is a split to the top, water stains in places

1108 A rectangular plate dressing table mirror contained in a mahogany swing frame, the base fitted 2 drawers,
raised on bracket feet 59cm h x 37.5cm h x 19cm d £40-60

Silvering to the mirror is showing signs of deterioration, small section of veneer missing to the back right hand
edge

1109 A 19th Century Continental mahogany commode with cupboard enclosed by a tambour shutting above 1 long
drawer and commode drawer 76cm h x 54cm w x 39cm d £30-50

There is a split to the top, sections of veneer missing to the top and apron, and to the top fo the back, sun
bleaching in places, slight warp to both sides
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1110 A Victorian bleached mahogany side table fitted 2 drawers, raised on urn shaped supports with shaped
stretcher and bun feet 71cm h x 106cm w x 49cm d £80-120

Some scratching and pitting to the top, small section of veneer missing to the base

1111 A Georgian inlaid mahogany bow front hanging corner cabinet enclosed by panelled doors 105cm h x 71cm w
x 50cm d £30-50

Both doors are slightly warped and cracked, the right hand door is missing small section of veneer to the base

1112 A 19th Century mahogany pedestal Pembroke table fitted a drawer raised on a turned column and triform base
with splayed feet, brass caps and casters 74cm h x 97cm w x 57cm when closed x 112cm when open £40-60

There is a gouge and pitting to the top, loose to the pedestal and a section of veneer is missing to the base

1113 A Victorian amboyna and ebonised display cabinet on cabinet, the upper section with arched top, fitted a
cupboard with mirrored back and 2 shelves above a cupboard enclosed by a panelled door, with "Sevres"
plaques and gilt metal mounts throughout, raised on bun feet 192cm h x 73cm w x 41cm d ( photo centre
pages ) £400-600

Slight crazing and cracks to the ebonising, there are 2 small marks to the front door and a scar where a gilt
metal garland would have been, there is a small crack to the right hand side of the porcelain plaque on the
door, hinge marks to the base and a small section of amboyna missing to the right hand side

1114 A Georgian style rectangular mahogany footstool with Berlin woolwork drop in seat, raised on carved cabriole,
ball and claw supports 24cm h x 105cm w x 33cm d £40-60

Legs show signs of old glue marks to the interior of the legs

1115 A 19th Century demi-lune tea table, the base with box raised on club supports 69cm h x 68cm w x 32cm x
66cm when open £60-90

There is bruising to the top and a scratch to the apron. There are some small cracks around the hinges of the
table section. There are some signs of minor worm to the back of the interior.

1116 A set of 4 Victorian mahogany spoon back chairs with overstuffed seats of serpentine outline, upholstered in
yellow corduroy, raised on turned and fluted supports 89cm h x 46cm w x 45cm d (seat 30cm x 33cm) £50-75

Frames are loose

1117 A Victorian figured walnut and crossbanded work table of serpentine outline with fitted interior, the base fitted a
drawer and raised on cabriole supports 70cm h x 51cm w x 35cm d ( photo centre pages ) £150-200

There are scratches to the top, two escutcheons are missing from the front, possibly missing a basket to the
base

1118 An Italian style carved walnut X framed open arm chair, the back carved with an armorial 75cm h x 55cm w x
50cm d (seat 27cm x 38) £50-75

1119 A Georgian mahogany linen press with moulded and dentil cornice and blind fretwork frieze, the upper section
fitted 3 trays enclosed by panelled doors, the base fitted 2 short and 2 long drawers with brass swan neck
handles, raised on ogee bracket feet 198cm h x 132cm w x 61cm d £150-200

Section of beading missing to the top left hand edge, also the door is split to the right hand side, a small
section of cock beading missing to the bottom drawer, sun bleached throughout. sines of old worm to the back
at the top.

1120 A Victorian mahogany show frame open arm chair upholstered in green button back material 99cm h x 63cm w
x 54cm d (inside seat measurement 37 x 42cm) £50-75

Frame is loose and right hand leg has been gnawed.

1121 A Victorian light oak extending dining table raised on turned and reeded supports with one extra leaf and
winder. 76cm h x 108cm w x 123cm l. (when leaf in 152cm l) £70-90
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1122 A Regency rectangular mahogany breakfast table raised on a turned column and tripod base with brass caps
and casters 73cm h x 93cm w x 113cm d £60-90

1123 A Regency ebonised faux bamboo carver chair with woven rush seat 80cm h x 48cm w x 42cm d (seat 33cm x
30cm) £50-75

The seat may have had some repair where it joins the back rest at some point. The base has signs of old but
treated worm and there is rubbing to the ebonising. The chair has been painted and distressed numerous
times.

1124 An 18th Century oval oak drop flap gateleg dining table raised on turned supports 67cm h x 121cm w x 42cm
when closed x 130cm when open £50-75

The top is warped and has a bleached stain to the centre, contact marks in places, rule joints are in good
condition

1125 A Georgian mahogany demi-lune drop flap tea table with inlaid satinwood stringing, raised on square tapered
supports 70cm h x 104cm w x 44cm when closed x 82cm when open (possibly made up) £60-90

There is bleaching and ring marks to the top and signs of old but treated worm to the base

1126 An Edwardian mahogany cabinet, the shaped raised back fitted a rectangular bevelled plate mirror with
dentilled decoration, fitted shelves enclosed by a rectangular bevelled plate mirror panelled doors, base fitted 2
long drawers raised on bracket feet 152cm h x 65cm w x 47cm d £40-60

Paint splashes and pitting, light scratches in places, missing small section of veneer to right hand base

1127 A rectangular bevelled plate mirror contained in an embossed brass frame 53cm x 43cm £30-50

Silvering to the mirror showing signs of deterioration

1128 A set of 8 Queen Anne style slat back dining chairs with upholstered drop in seats, raised on cabriole supports,
comprising 2 carvers 104cm h x 56cm w x 48cm d (seat 27cm x 34cm) and 6 standard chairs 106cm h x 48cm
w x 40cm d (seat 30cm x 29cm) £100-150

Some contact marks to the high points

1129 A Georgian inlaid and crossbanded mahogany commode with hinged lid complete with liner (f and r), raised on
bracket feet 72cm h x 70cm w x 48cm d £40-60

Four sections of timber to either side where handles would have been, the bracket feet appear to be
replacements

1130 A Georgian mahogany secretaire chest, the secretaire drawer with drawers and pigeon holes above 3 long
drawers with brass swan neck drop handles, raised on bracket feet 108cm h x 110cm w x 55cm d £80-120

Ring marks, ink stains and pitting to the top. There are some scratches and crackling to the veneer on the
front. The lock on the third drawer has been prised open.

1131 A Georgian mahogany bow front chest of 2 short and 3 long drawers with tore handles, raised on splayed
bracket feet 106cm w x 105cm w x 52cm d £80-120

Top is slightly warped, scratching and pitting to the top, bottom right hand tore handle is F and R, slight nicks in
places to the cock beading and a split to the left hand side

1132 A set of 6 Victorian style tulip back dining chairs with pierced vase shaped slat backs and over stuffed seats,
raised on turned and reeded supports £60-90

1133 A Georgian mahogany secretaire chest on chest with moulded cornice, fitted 2 short and 3 long drawers above
a secretaire drawer and 3 long drawers with replacement oval plate drop handles 196cm h x 109cm w x 54cm
d £150-200

Heavily sun bleached throughout, sections of timber missing to the cornice, veneers missing to the apron, left
hand bracket foot and the left hand upper section of the base
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1134 A Victorian elm wheel back chair with solid seat, raised on turned supports with H framed stretcher 86cm h x
37cm w x 41cm d (seat 26cm x 28cm) £30-50

There is a split to the wheel back, back frame is loose, signs of old but treated worm to the seat

1135 A set of 5 1930's oak stick and rail back dining chairs with barley twist columns to the sides comprising 4
standard 110cm h x 54cm w x 50cm d (seat 31cm x 31cm) and 1 carver 110cm h x 45cm w x 40cm d (seat
39cm x 25cm) raised on spiral turned supports with H framed stretchers and pink upholstered drop in seats
£40-60

1136 A 17th Century style carved oak draw leaf dining table with H frame stretcher 75cm h x 123cm x 77cm £40-60

1137 A Victorian style mahogany extending dining table raised on turned and reeded supports, brass caps and
casters 76cm h x 110cm w x 157cm l x 208cm l when extended £80-120

1138 A Victorian inlaid walnut music cabinet with shelved interior enclosed by a shaped glazed panelled door, raised
on a platform base 80cm h x 52cm w x 33cm d £40-60

1139 A 19th Century pine cabinet fitted shelves enclosed by panelled doors 120cm h x 96cm w x 43cm d £50-75

Holes have been cut into the back for wires, rings marks and water damage to the top and doors

1140 An 18th Century Continental oak refectory table, the top formed of 3 planks, fitted 2 frieze drawers, raised on
turned supports with H framed stretcher and bun feet, 73cm h x 168cm l x 73cm w ( photo centre pages )
£200-300

The top is slightly warped, has ring marks and ink stains to the top, signs of old but treated worm to the
drawers

1141 An Edwardian inlaid mahogany writing/dressing table fitted 1 long and 2 short drawers, raised on square
supports, brass caps and casters 78cm h x 122cm w x 60cm d £50-75

Contact and scratch marks to the top, the drawer stop has gone to the right hand short drawer

1142 A William IV Mahogany card table raised on a chamfered column and triform base with bun feet 72cm h x
91cm w x 46cm d £50-75

The top is warped and sun bleached

1143 A 19th Century inlaid mahogany chest of 2 short and 3 long drawers with ivory diamond shaped escutcheons
and replacement brass drop handles, raised on bracket feet 113cm h x 93cm w x 45cm d ( photo centre pages
) £100-150

This chest has been cut in to 2 pieces for ease of moving, there is a slight warp to the top, ring marks and
water damage, cock beading missing in places, replacement handles, it has a plywood back.

1144 A Victorian elm stick and bar back open armchair, raised on turned supports with turned stretchers 88cm h x
53cm x 45cm (seat 35cm x 32cm) £40-60

The seta has a height of 45cm. There has been and old repair to the left hand leg and to the left of the back
support, the chair does not sit square

1145 An Edwardian oak drop flap typists desk fitted a brushing slide above 4 long drawers 68cm h x 45cm w x 80cm
when closed x 104cm when open £40-60

Three holes to the top, ring marks and water damage and a timber brace to the back

1146 A Georgian style inlaid yew secretaire chest, the upper section with moulded cornice fitted 2 short drawers, the
fall front revealing a well fitted interior, the base fitted 4 long drawers, raised on bracket feet 139cm h x 61cm w
x 44cm d £50-75

Contact marks
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1147 A 19th Century mahogany chest of 2 short and 3 long drawers with tore handles, raised on bracket feet 107cm
h x 99cm w x 45cm d £50-75

Ring marks and ink stains to the top which is warped, sections of beading missing to the left hand and right
hand edges, some scratches and contact marks throughout

1148 A 1930's 4 fold dressing screen covered in white fabric 169cm h x 39cm when closed x 157cm when open
£40-60

Some staining throughout to the white fabric

1149 A Georgian mahogany drop flap gateleg dining table, raised on square tapered supports 72cm h x 122cm w x
53cm when closed x 165cm when open £40-60

Table is missing 2 D end sections to the side, has a section of timber let in to both flaps, scratching and pitting
and a split to the top, some water staining

1150 A Victorian bleached mahogany D shaped wardrobe with moulded cornice enclosed by a panelled, mirrored
door, the base fitted a drawer, raised on a platform base 205cm h x 49cm w x 93cm d £50-75

Two sections of veneer are missing to the cornice which is showing signs of shrinkage, wood filler has been
used by the edge of the mirrored door, scuffing to the base

1151 A Chinese black and floral patterned lacquered drum shaped stool 46cm h x 31cm w £50-75

Some chips to the edge

1152 A Victorian mahogany chiffonier with raised back, fitted a shelf, the base with secret drawer above pair of
arched panelled doors, raised on a platform base 152cm h x 106cm w x 43cm d £50-75

Sections of veneer are missing from the top, there is a split to the side, on both sides beading to the door is
damaged, a section of timber has been let in to the right hand edge

1153 An impressive Louis XVI style pierced gilt plaster wood salon suite comprising 3 seat sofa 105cm h x 173cm w
x 66cm d (seat 159cm x 54cm)and 2 open armchairs 99cm h x 73cm w x 62cm d (seat 54cm x 48cm)
upholstered in blue and gold fabric £200-300

Chips to high points

1154 A Chinese black lacquered and mother of pearl finished dining suite comprising oval pedestal dining table
raised on a platform base 74cm h x 181cm x 108cm together with 6 splat back dining chairs - 2 carvers 100cm
h x 54cm w x 50cm d (seat 35cm x 37cm) and 4 standard chairs 101cm h x 45cm w x 43cm d £50-100

One carver arm has damage to the black lacquer, scuff marks to the seats, 3 of the standard chairs have loose
backs, all have contact marks to the seats

1155 A Victorian Chesterfield upholstered in cream patterned material, raised on turned oak supports 59cm h x
194cm w x 72cm d (seat 137cm x 47cm), raised on later brass casters £50-75

2 castors are loose and there is a slight stain to the seat

1156 An aesthetic movement ladder back library chair converting to 4 tread library steps, when in chair form 89cm h
x 42cm w x 34cm d, as steps 90cm h x 35cm w x 58cm d £150-250

Missing 2 roundels from the top bar, pitted throughout

1157 An Edwardian inlaid mahogany Davenport the top fitted a pen recess and 2 inkwell recesses with associated
inkwells, having a green leather writing surface, the pedestal fitted 4 drawers 75cm h x 55cm w x 57cm d
£50-75

1158 A circular bevelled plate wall mirror contained in decorative pierced gilt frame 47cm £30-50

1159 A pair of 17th Century style oak dining chairs, the seats and backs upholstered in leather and raised on turned
and block supports 85cm h x 44cm w x 40cm d (seat 33cm x 26cm) £50-75

The leather is bleached
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1160 A 17th/18th Century oak cabinet, fitted a shelf enclosed by a panelled door with iron hinges, raised on an
associated base with undertier 132cm h x 64cm w x 48cm d £80-120

Signs of old but treated worm in places

1161 A Georgian mahogany bow front chest of 2 short and 3 long drawers with replacement handles, raised on
splayed bracket feet 105cm h x 105cm w x 53cm d £80-120

Section of veneer is missing to the back left hand edge, section of timber let in to the top

1162 A 1930's beech framed ladder back carver chair with woven rush seat 89cm h x 52cm w x 40cm d (seat 29cm
x 32cm) £30-50

Sun bleached and signs of wear to the rush seat

1163 A Victorian style walnut writing table with inset brown writing surface, fitted 2 long drawers, raised on standard
end supports, brass caps and casters 76cm h x 90cm w x 58cm d £70-90

Contact marks to the leather writing surface

1164 A square Chinese hardwood 2 tier jardiniere stand 54cm h x 25cm w x 25cm d £50-75

Some paint splashes in places

1165 An Edwardian circular mahogany folding coaching table raised on chamfered supports 51cm h x 60cm diam.
£40-60

Some light scratches and contact marks in places

1166 An Edwardian double chair back settee with vase shaped slat back and upholstered seat, raised on square
supports 88cm h x 111cm w x 47cm d (seat 90cm w x 38cm d) £50-75

1167 An inlaid Georgian mahogany side table with crossbanded top, fitted 2 frieze drawers above 1 long drawer with
brass swan neck drop handles, raised on square supports 74cm h x 77cm w x 48cm d £80-120

There is a slight warp to the top, sun bleaching

1168 A Chinese hardwood drum shaped jardiniere stand 44cm h x 29cm diam. £50-75

Sun bleaching in places

1169 A Georgian military style 3 tier shelf with brass columns to the sides, the base fitted a drawer with brass
countersunk handles 64cm h x 91cm w x 24cm d ( photo centre pages ) £80-120

The lock has been forced at some stage, the drawer will currently not shut due to the brass column at the
back, some sun bleaching

1170 A circular Chinese hardwood jardiniere stand raised on 6 panel supports 62cm x 23cm £70-90

Some contact marks and paint splashes

1171 A Georgian mahogany tray top commode complete with china liner 76cm h x 51cm w x 43cm d £50-75

There is a split to the left hand edge, some sun bleaching

1172 A Queen Anne style walnut dressing table stool with Berlin woolwork seat, raised on cabriole supports 45cm h
x 48cm w x 35cm d £40-60

1173 A 19th Century carved mahogany bar back bedroom chair with pierced mid rail and woven rush seat, raised on
turned supports 84cm h x 43cm w x 39cm d (seat 24cm w x 26cm d) together with a similar chair 80cm h x
38cm w x 35cm d (seat 20cm x 23cm) £40-60

1174 A Georgian inlaid mahogany bow front sideboard fitted a drawer flanked by cupboard and 1 short drawer,
raised on square tapered supports, spade feet 92cm h x 123cm w x 61cm d £80-120

The top is warped and has a split to the left hand side and veneers missing to the base of the right hand
drawer, some damage to the cock beading

1175 A Victorian figure walnut Davenport with hinged stationery box to the back, the pedestal fitted 3 long drawers
raised on cabriole supports 87cm h x 54cm w x 56cm d £100-150

Interior to stationery box is missing, replacement lock
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1176 A Georgian mahogany chest of 3 short and 3 long drawers with oval ivory escutcheons and brass swan neck
drop handles, raised on bracket feet 102cm h x 118cm w x 58cm d (possibly the top of a chest on chest) (
photo centre pages ) £100-150

The top is warped, the escutcheon of the 1st long drawer is missing, sun bleached

1177 A Georgian inlaid mahogany bow front serving table fitted 1 long and 2 short drawers, raised on square
tapered supports 79cm h x 197cm w x 77cm d £100-150

The top has ring marks, sections of veneer missing to the apron in various places, section of timber missing
beside the right hand short drawer

1178 A 17th/18th Century oak mule chest with hinged lid above 2 short drawers with replacement handles, raised on
bracket feet 92cm h x 94cm w x 59cm d ( photo centre pages ) £100-150

A section of timber has been let into the top, there is also a small hole by the lock at the top, it does retain
original hinges to the interior

1179 An 18th/19th Century turned beech spinning wheel 195cm h x 40cm w x 39cm d £40-60

Signs of old but treated worm in places

1180 An 18th Century oak drop flap gateleg dining table raised on square supports 72cm h x 114cm w x 52cm when
closed x 119cm when open £40-60

One leg is branded H M, sun bleached, split to the top and ring marks

1181 A Victorian oak Murphy folding bed, the centre section with mirrored glass panel 196cm h x 138cm w x 64cm d
£200-300

1182 A Victorian D shaped figured walnut trinket box with hinged lid 13cm x 30cm w x 22cm d together with an inlaid
olive wood trinket box, the lid decorated bluebirds, the apron in the form of books 7cm h x 17cm w x 17cm d
£30-50

The 1st box has an escutcheon missing to the front and a crack to the side, the 2nd has a small section of
timber missing to the back left hand edge

1183 A Victorian circular mahogany wine table, raised on a pillar and tripod base 62cm h x 42cm diam. £30-50

The top is warped, scratches in places, old repair o the base

1184 An 18th Century Dutch oak commode of serpentine outline, fitted 4 long drawers with brass carrying handles to
the sides, raised on an associated base 110cm h x 117cm w x 61cm d ( photo centre pages ) £200-300

The top is lightly scratched in places, the sides are split and there is a replacement drop handle

1185 An 18th/19th Century circular oak cricket table on outswept supports with box framed stretcher 59cm x 59cm
£50-75

The top is warped and sun bleached, signs of old but treated worm to the base

1186 An Edwardian inlaid mahogany Sutherland table raised on turned supports 69cm h x 76cm w x 21cm when
closed x 100cm when open £50-75

There is a split to the top, missing veneer to the edge

1187 A 19th Century Continental mahogany hall chair with pierced slat back and solid seat raised on turned
supports 92cm h x 42cm w x 35cm d (seat 30cm w x 28cm d) £30-50

There is a split to the seat

1188 A Victorian bleached mahogany chest of 2 short and 2 long drawers, raised on a platform base 102cm h x
113cm w x 49cm d £80-120

Scratches to the top, sun bleaching in places, missing section of veneer to the bottom long drawer

1189 A 18th Century Dutch style rectangular table fitted 1 long drawer, the top formed of 4 planks, raised on cup and
cover supports with wavy stretcher, the sides marked 1640 B.BJ AG LKO I RYOMGAARD and to the end 1915
B.BORD Q AA OVERGAAPD 82cm h x 161cm l x 78cm w ( photo centre pages ) £200-300
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1190 An Edwardian mahogany octagonal occasional table, raised on turned supports with X framed stretcher 68cm
h x 75cm w x 73cm d £40-60

Some light ring marks to the top

1191 A Victorian inlaid mahogany Sutherland table raised on turned supports 64cm h x 76cm w x 15cm when closed
x 91cm when open £30-50

Light contact marks in places

1192 A Georgian style circular inlaid mahogany occasional table with crossbanded top, inlaid floral panel to the
centre, raised on turned, fluted and tripod base 63cm h x 61cm diam. £40-60

Some light sun bleaching and ring marks to the top

1193 A 19th Century red boulle casket or serpentine outline with gilt metal mounts and plush interior, raised on scroll
supports 15cm h x 31cm w x 25cm d ( photo centre pages ) £150-200

Substantial sections of tortoiseshell and brass inlay missing to the back, sides and lid

1194 A Queen Anne style rectangular plate mirror contained in an arched walnut frame with oil on panel to the top,
still life life study of flowers 78cm h x 39cm w £40-60

1195 A 1930's oval bevelled plate wall mirror contained in a carved oak shaped frame 77cm h x 56cm w £40-60

Silvering to the mirror is showing signs of deterioration

1196 A Georgian style rectangular bevelled plate and cut glass mirror contained in a gilt frame surmounted by a
lidded urn with swag decoration 76cm h x 97cm £60-90

1197 A Victorian inlaid mother of pearl and rosewood glove box with hinged lid 8cm x 25cm x 10cm £30-50

A small section of veneer is missing to the front left hand edge, some water marks to the top

1198 A pair of Victorian inlaid rosewood pierced slat back bedroom chairs with overstuffed seats, raised on turned
supports 89cm h x 46cm w x 41cm d (seats 33cm x 35cm) £15-25

Both seats are stained

1199 An Edwardian inlaid mahogany slat back tub chair with upholstered seat, raised on turned supports 79cm h x
57cm w x 43cm d (seat 34cm x 30cm) £50-80

This chair is in good condition. The seat has a height of 47cm.
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